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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The document mainly introduces the functional and technical specification of the solutions planned for the
Work Package 10 (WP10). As an introduction, a brief description of the relevant market timeframes for
wholesale and balancing markets is made. The overview includes the timeframes of forward, day-ahead,
intraday and balancing energy markets, while considering the latest EU regulation. In addition, the existing
good practice of price coupling regions is presented. The brief description mainly builds on the previous
reports from the CROSSBOW project, namely, Deliverable 1.1: Regulatory and Legislation Frameworks, [1]
and Deliverable 10.1: National balancing and wholesale electricity markets structure and principles, [2].
The main part of the document, functional and technical specification was made for following solutions that
will be developed within WP10:
-

Intraday Market platform (ID platform);

-

System market platform for the mFRR (mFRR platform);

-

System market platform for the aFRR (aFRR platform);

-

Measurement of energies within automatic Frequency Restoration Process (aFRP).

Due to the complexity of the aFRP and aFRR platform, the development of the solution will end at the stage
of functional specification. The demonstration and software solution will be prepared for the rest of the
solutions within WP 10.
The functional specification addressed brief descriptions of the solutions and included:
-

The relevant participants on the market: ID platform open to similar market participants as the dayahead market, mFRR & aFRR platform anticipates the participation of Balance Service Providers and
Transmission System Operators;

-

The relevant timeframes and time constraints: Gate Closure Times for all above-mentioned trading
platforms;

-

Standard products for all above mentioned trading platforms;

-

Algorithms required for the operation of trading platforms;

-

Results of matching (ID platform) and results of the optimisation (mFRR & aFRR platform).

The technical specification gives the details of software architecture where each component is described
with implementation details, together with the technologies used. Furthermore, the document describes the
packaging and deployment possibilities for the Trading platform. The second part of the technical
documentation provides a detailed description of the platform functionalities where each functionality is
defined with the characterization of process flows, roles and responsibilities, functional requirements, and
wireframes.
The CROSSBOW Trading platforms (ID platform and mFRR platform) could be used by other products
developed in the CROSSBOW project. To allow other products to use the trading platforms and to allow
automatic exchanges of message to and from the trading platform, an Application Programming Interface
(API) was designed. In the Appendix of the document, the Integration API is specified.
The solution: Measurement of energies within aFRP, will be developed independently of the trading
platforms mentioned above. The proposed method for Balancing Energy for upward aFRR (UPAFR) and
Balancing Energy for downward aFRR (DWAFR) calculation (measurement/calculation of balancing energies
within aFRP) based on one-minute profiles, leads to stable and small errors (less than 1%) in all the studied
situations. That makes the main result as the achievement of a significantly improved accuracy of the UPAFR
and DWAFR measurement by the metrological meters as proposed, compared to the current solution based
on energy management system (EMS)/ Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) measurements.
D10.2: Novel balancing and wholesale electricity market design
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The highest errors in the proposed solution are below 1%, compared to 10% in the current solution (so errors
of at least 10 times better in terms of accuracy). Therefore, the most important advantage of this method is
the significant increase of accuracy by measuring such energy (by reducing measurement errors for a size
order).
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1

Introduction
Purpose of the document

This document is aimed to present the results of the second task in Work Package 10 (WP10): Wholesale and
Ancillary Market toolset. The main goal of this task was the preparation of a novel market design with a
minimum set of harmonized rules for cross-border wholesale and balancing energy markets. The abovementioned characteristics are included in the functional specification of the solutions developed within
WP10. The definition of the functional specification took into account the feedback from the Transmission
System Operators (TSOs) from South Eastern Europe (SEE) in the CROSSBOW project. The functional
specification also served as a guideline for preparing the technical specifications for the solutions, and the
possibilities for the integration with the product presented.
The document presents the work done in the T10.2 related to the:
-

Brief overview of relevant market timeframes and solutions developed within the WP10;

-

Definition of functional specifications related to the WP10;

-

Definition of technical specifications related to the WP10;

-

Integration of other CROSSBOW products with the WP10 solutions via an Application Programming
Interface (API).

Scope of the document
The report introduces the various market timeframes including forward, day-ahead, intraday and balancing
energy markets. Relevant legislation and regulation from the EU is considered in the analysis coupled with
some findings from the previous work done in CROSSBOW, namely, Deliverable 1.1: Regulatory and
Legislation Frameworks, [1] and Deliverable 10.1: National balancing and wholesale electricity markets
structure and principles, [2].
The functional specification presents the most relevant information required for the solutions developed in
WP 10, including the CROSSBOW’s Intraday market platform (ID platform), System market platform for mFRR
(mFRR platform), System market platform for aFRR (aFRR platform1) and Measurement of energies within
automatic Frequency Restoration Process (aFRP). The functional specification includes a general description
of solutions, as well as its operation. Additionally, inputs required for normal operation of the solutions and
relevant market timeframes are presented.
The technical specification gives the details of software architecture where each component is described
with implementation details together with the used technologies. Furthermore, the document describes the
packaging and deployment possibilities for the Trading platform. The second part of the technical
documentation provides a detailed description of the platform functionalities, where each functionality is
defined by characterizing its process flows, roles and responsibilities, functional requirements, and
wireframes.
In the appendix, this document provides a detailed specification of the CROSSBOW Trading platform
integration API. The content of the API specification is intended for the developers of client applications
integrating with the trading platform that will be developed in the scope of WP10. The API is based on RESTful
technology (based on HTTP) where data is transferred in JSON format. The specification of the API describes
its endpoints, together with the models used for data exchanged in the request and response messages.

1

Due to the complexity of the aFRP and aFRR platform, software development of the aFRR platform will end at the
stage of functional specification.
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Structure of the document
The contents of the present document are divided into 5 chapters.
-

Chapter 2 briefly presents and describes the timeframes for forward, day-ahead, intraday and
balancing market through the latest network codes and cross-zonal capacity allocation in EU and SEE,
as well as latest good practices regarding market timeframes;

-

Chapter 3 introduces the solutions planned for the WP10 and functional specifications of the
Wholesale and Ancillary market toolset (AM) product’s solutions. The functional specifications
include brief description of the solutions, relevant inputs and their characteristics, algorithms
required for the operation and outputs from the platform;

-

Chapter 4 addresses the relevant AM product characteristics, such as the effects of the
harmonisation of market rules for the ID platform and mFRR platform, as well as the possible
enhanced participation of flexibility assets and parameters of the Measurement of energies within
aFRP solution;

-

Chapter 5 presents the technical specification for the three solutions developed more in detail. ID
platform and mFRR platform will be developed as a software and therefore applicable software
technical specification is included. Measurement of energies within aFRP solution includes meter,
communication and control specifications;

-

Chapter 6 of the document is dedicated for the conclusion.

The document has an appendix that includes the first version of the CROSSBOW’s Trading Platform API
Integration Specification. For each API endpoint, a detailed description of the functionality and technical
details is provided. The API Specification is intended to help the developers of the client applications to
integrate and communicate with the solutions presented in the WP10.
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2

Market timeframes and cross-zonal capacity allocation

The complexity of the electricity market, which is mainly due to the nature of its physical product, demands
that different segments are analysed and developed separately in-depth. Different market timeframes, in
terms of forward market (FM), day-ahead market (DAM), intraday market (IDM) and balancing market (BM)
(often fragmented even further), are regularly discussed in isolation to the others. In addition, the issue of
cross-border capacity allocation is just as complex and significant to be a separate topic itself. The EU
Network Codes (NC) also follow this approach, addressing each code a particular aspect. However, together
they define the EU Electricity Market Target Model that encompasses all segments and furthermore aims to
harmonise market rules between timeframes and physical borders in order to establish a more efficient panEuropean market.
In order to better understand the different segments and the interlinkages, it is important to first take a
broader look at the Target Model and the associated timeframes. Then, market rules, such as gate opening
and closure times, can be adjusted in order to achieve this harmonisation.
The NCs setting the framework for the Target Model are the so-called Market NCs: Regulation (EU)
2016/1719 establishing a guideline on forward capacity allocation (FCA) [3], Regulation (EU) 2015/1222
establishing a guideline on capacity allocation and congestion management (CACM) [4] and Regulation (EU)
2017/2195 establishing a guideline on electricity balancing (EBGL) [5]. For clarity, the Target Model in terms
of timeframes is presented in Table 1.
Timeframe

Years ahead up to 24 hours
prior to hour of operation

12-36 hours
prior to hour
of operation

> 30 minutes
prior to
operation

Hour of operation

Market

FM

DAM

IDM

BM

Function

NC

Managing risk

Managing energy

System management

- Market players managing
price risks
- Forwards, futures and
transmission rights

- Market players balancing
their physical positions
- Operational planning,
capacity allocation,
congestion management
CACM

- TSO balancing the system in
real time
- Re-dispatching, frequency
control and incidents
management
EBGL

FCA

Table 1: Market timeframes [1]

Forward Market Timeframe
Table 1 clearly demonstrates the four market timeframes within the Target Model, including the associated
market, function and NC. The function, or reason for the existence of the FM is in fact risk management. In
this timeframe, market actors can manage future price risks by trading financial products. This is primarily
done in the form of Financial Transmission Rights or Physical Transmission Rights with a use-it-or-sell-it
method.
The FM is closely regulated by FCA, which defines forward capacity allocation as the attribution of long-term
cross-zonal capacity (CZC) through an auction before the day-ahead time frame, [3]. Among else, FCA
introduces the role of the Coordinated Capacity Calculator (CCC). This regional entity is tasked with
calculating the available CZC, based on data provided in the Common Grid Models (CGM) for different time
horizons (from day-ahead up to year ahead). The Regulation recommends a coordinated Net Transfer
Capacity approach for CZC calculations, but also leaves the possibility to apply a flow-based approach. For
that purpose, each capacity calculation region should establish a common capacity calculation methodology
based on the specificities of the region and run it on a single allocation platform. Article 6 of FCA prescribes
that “All TSOs in each capacity calculation region shall ensure that long-term cross-zonal capacity is calculated
for each forward capacity allocation and at least on annual and monthly time frames”.
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Deadlines in forward capacity allocation do not influence time schedules in IDM an BM directly, which are
the subject of this report. However, for consistency of this section, it should be noted that according to Article
25 (1) of FCA, “TSOs shall coordinate curtailments of already allocated long-term cross-zonal capacity, if the
curtailments concern a time frame of more than 48 hours ahead of the start of the delivery day. In case of
curtailment of long-term transmission rights, including nominations in respect of such rights, within 48 hours
ahead of the start of the delivery day, TSOs in each capacity calculation region shall apply the day-ahead and
intraday capacity calculation process as referred in Article 29 of CACM”. Furthermore, FCA in Chapter 6 –
Firmness of allocated cross-zonal capacities, Article 53 (1), prescribes that “All TSOs shall be entitled to curtail
long-term transmission rights to ensure operation remains within operational security limits prior to the dayahead firmness deadline”.

Day-ahead and Intraday Markets Timeframe
The DAM and IDM are the short-term wholesale market solutions closer to the hour of operation. They are
both tools for managing physical energy, and as such, market participants trade electricity on the DAM in
order to optimise their short-term positions, while the IDM serves as an opportunity to correct the traded
volumes and thus limit imbalances and balancing costs. Typically, the IDM is structured to provide continuous
trading up to 30 minutes prior to delivery. Firstly, the TSOs publish their power transmission capacity on the
IDM, and then the market participants can trade different products usually on a first-come first-served basis.
The sum of volumes traded in the DAM and IDM constitute the final schedule for producers and consumers.
Due to the proximity to real-time operation, the communication between the power exchange and TSOs in
terms of nominations and available capacities is very significant.
The rules for this timeframe are defined in CACM. The Regulation strongly recommends a flow-based
approach for CZC calculation as well as implicit allocation of energy and capacity at copuled DAM and IDM.
For this purpose, CACM prescribes establishing national designated National Electricity Market Operators2
(NEMOs) and a Market Coupling Operator3 (MCO). An important distinction is that the NEMO is a market
player, while the MCO concerns a function and does not require to be a separate entity.
CACM allocates tasks to NEMOs and to the MCO function. NEMOs shall act as market operators in national
or regional markets to perform single day-ahead and intraday coupling in cooperation with TSOs. A national
NEMO’s tasks are to receive orders, perform matching according to DAM and IDM, publish prices, settling
and clearing; i.e. the ‘typical’ tasks of a power exchange. The MCO functions contain the international DAM
and IDM coupling tasks.
For the operation of coupled DAMs and IDMs, CACM prescribes establishing a common methodology for the
markets based on the characteristics of the coupling region and creating a single allocation platform by the
MCO. The single allocation DAM platform runs a Price Coupling Algorithm4 (Single Day-Ahead Coupling5) and

2

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘nominated electricity market operator (NEMO)’ means an entity designated by the
competent authority to perform tasks related to single day-ahead or single intraday coupling”
3

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘market coupling operator (MCO) function’ means the task of matching orders from the dayahead and intraday markets for different bidding zones and simultaneously allocating cross-zonal capacities”
4

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘price coupling algorithm’ means the algorithm used in single day-ahead coupling for
simultaneously matching orders and allocating cross-zonal capacities”
5

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘single day-ahead coupling’ means the auctioning process where collected orders are
matched and cross-zonal capacity is allocated simultaneously for different bidding zones in the day-ahead market”
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the single allocation IDM platform applies a Continuous Trading Matching Algorithm6 (Single Continous
Coupling7 - continous matching of bids and offers (bilateral phisical trading) on a single platform).
Vital for explicit DAM auctions is that the MCO receives accurate and timely information on the remaining
available CZC and a clear deadline for capacity allocation in the FM. For this reason, Article 14 in CACM defines
the capacity calculation time-frames (day-ahead and intraday time-frames) and timing: “(3) For the dayahead market time-frame, the capacity calculation shall be based on the latest available information. The
information update for the day-ahead market time-frame shall not start before 15:00 market time8 two
days before the day of delivery”; and “All TSOs in each capacity calculation region shall ensure that crosszonal capacity is recalculated within the intraday market time-frame based on the latest available
information. The frequency of this recalculation shall take into consideration efficiency and operational
security”. In addition, Article 69 – Proposal for day-ahead firmness deadline stipulates the following: “…all
TSOs shall develop a common proposal for a single day-ahead firmness deadline, which shall not be shorter
than half an hour before the day-ahead market gate closure time”. In addition, Article 70 - Firmness of dayahead capacity and allocation constraints reads: “(1) Prior to the day-ahead firmness deadline, each
coordinated capacity calculator may adjust cross-zonal capacity and allocation constraints provided to
relevant NEMOs” and “(3) After the day-ahead firmness deadline, cross-zonal capacity which has not been
allocated may be adjusted for subsequent allocations”. Article 71 - Firmness of intraday capacity stipulates
that: “Cross-zonal intraday capacity shall be firm as soon as it is allocated”.
Chapter 5 of CACM specifically deals with timing related to single day-ahead coupling. The following excerpts
are important to note:
•

Article 46 - Provision of input data, “(1) Each coordinated capacity calculator shall ensure that crosszonal capacity and allocation constraints shall be provided to relevant NEMOs in time to ensure
the publication of cross-zonal capacity and of allocation constraints to the market no later than
11.00 market time day-ahead; (2) If a coordinated capacity calculator is unable to provide for crosszonal capacity and allocation constraints one hour prior to the day-ahead market gate closure time,
that coordinated capacity calculator shall notify the relevant NEMOs. These NEMOs shall
immediately publish a notice for market participants. In such cases, cross-zonal capacity and
allocation constraints shall be provided by the coordinated capacity calculator no later than 30
minutes before the day-ahead market gate closure time”;

•

Article 47 – Operation of single day-ahead coupling, “(1) The day-ahead market gate opening time
shall be at the latest 11:00 market time day-ahead; (2)The day-ahead market gate closure time in
each bidding zone shall be noon market time day-ahead. TSOs or NEMOs in the region based on the
CEE region or its neighbouring countries may set a different gate closure time until this region has
joined single day-ahead coupling; (3) Market participants shall submit all orders to the relevant
NEMOs before day-ahead market gate closure time, in accordance with Articles 39 and 40; (4) Each
NEMO shall submit the orders received in accordance with paragraph 3 to perform the MCO
functions in accordance with Article 7(2) by no later than a time specified by all NEMOs in the
proposal for a single price coupling algorithm set out in Article 37(5); (5) Orders matched in single
day-ahead coupling shall be considered firm.”;

6

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘continuous trading matching algorithm’ means the algorithm used in single intraday
coupling for matching orders and allocating cross-zonal capacities continuously”
7

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘single intraday coupling’ means the continuous process where collected orders are
matched and cross-zonal capacity is allocated simultaneously for different bidding zones in the intraday market”
8

CACM, Article 2 – Definitions: “‘market time’ means central European summer time or central European time,
whichever is in effect”
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•

Article 48 – Delivery of results, “(1) No later than by the time specified by all TSOs in the requirements
set out in Article 37(1)(a), all NEMOs performing MCO functions shall deliver the single day-ahead
coupling results: (a) to all TSOs, all coordinated capacity calculators and all NEMOs, for the results
specified in Article 39(2)(a) and (b); (b) to all NEMOs, for the results specified in Article 39(2)(c); … (4)
Each NEMO shall inform market participants on the execution status of their orders without
unjustifiable delay”.

Similarly, Chapter 6 defines the operation of IDM and stipulates the following with regard to timing:
•

Article 58 – Provision of input data, (1) Each coordinated capacity calculator shall ensure that crosszonal capacity and allocation constraints are provided to the relevant NEMOs no later than 15
minutes before the intraday cross-zonal gate opening time; (2) If updates to cross-zonal capacity
and allocation constraints are required, due to operational changes on the transmission system,
each TSO shall notify the coordinated capacity calculators in its capacity calculation region. The
coordinated capacity calculators shall then notify the relevant NEMOs; (3) If any coordinated
capacity calculator is unable to comply with paragraph 1, that coordinated capacity calculator shall
notify the relevant NEMOs. These NEMOs shall publish a notice to all market participants without
unjustifiable delay.”;

•

Article 59 - Operation of single intraday coupling, “… (2) The intraday cross-zonal gate closure time
shall be set in such a way that it: (a) maximizes market participants' opportunities for adjusting
their balances by trading in the intraday market time- frame as close as possible to real time; and
(b) provides TSOs and market participants with sufficient time for their scheduling and balancing
processes in relation to network and operational security; (3) One intraday cross-zonal gate closure
time shall be established for each market time unit for a given bidding zone border. It shall be at
most one hour before the start of the relevant market time unit and shall take into account the
relevant balancing processes in relation to operational security; (4) The intraday energy trading for
a given market time unit for a bidding zone border shall start at the latest at the intraday cross-zonal
gate opening time of the relevant bidding zone borders and shall be allowed until the intraday crosszonal gate closure time; (5) Before the intraday cross-zonal gate closure time, market participants
shall submit to relevant NEMOs all the orders for a given market time unit. All NEMOs shall submit
the orders for a given market time unit for single matching immediately after the orders have been
received from market participants; (6) Orders matched in single intraday coupling shall be considered
firm; …”;

•

Article 60 – Delivery of results, “(1) All NEMOs performing MCO functions shall deliver the continuous
trading matching algorithm results: (a) to all other NEMOs, for results on the execution status per
trade specified in Article 52(1)(a); (b) to all TSOs and scheduled exchange calculators, for results
single net positions specified in Article 52(1)(b); (2) If, in accordance with paragraph 1(a), any NEMO,
for reasons outside its responsibility, is unable to deliver these continuous trading matching
algorithm results, it shall notify all other NEMOs; (3) If, in accordance with paragraph 1(b), any NEMO,
for reasons outside its responsibility, is unable to deliver these continuous trading matching
algorithm results, it shall notify all TSOs and each scheduled exchange calculator as soon as
reasonably practicable. All NEMOs shall notify the market participants concerned; (4) All NEMOs shall
send, without undue delay, the necessary information to market participants to ensure that the
actions specified in Articles 68 and 73(3) can be undertaken.”;

Balancing Market Timeframe
The BM is a mechanism for TSOs to secure access to sufficient amount of capacity and energy to balance
differences between supply and demand in real-time. There are in fact two NCs that support the
harmonisation of balancing across Europe, the aforementioned EBGL and Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 of 2
August 2017 establishing a guideline on electricity transmission system operation (SOGL) [6]. Frequency
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related ancillary services are distinguished as Frequency Containment Reserve (FCR), Frequency Restoration
Reserve (FRR) with automatic activation (aFRR) and manual activation (mFRR), and Replacement Reserve
(RR). The following diagram describes the function and relationships of these services:
FCR – Primary
reserve

aFRR – Secondary mFRR – Tertiary reserve
reserve
- Semi-automatic/manual
activation
- Max time of activation
15min

Intraday energy market

- Semi-automatic/manual
activation
- Min time of activation 15min

- Cheaper than RR
- For activations up to a
couple of hours

Balancing
energy

Frequency

- Automatic activation - Automatic activation
- Up to 30s
- 30s to 15min

RR – Replacement
reserve

t0 t0+30s

t0+15min

t0+45min

t0+1
hour

Figure 1: Organisation of balancing energy in Europe (Source [2])

As shown in Figure 1, the first service to respond after a disturbance in system frequency is FCR, then if
necessary, aFRR is usually activated to aid FCR. Both of these are activated automatically. When the
automatic response is not sufficient to restore nominal frequency, mFRR is activated for a maximum duration
of 15 minutes (for scheduled activation), with the possibility to stack multiple mFRR products at a time. The
activation of RR is done in exceptional cases and it has a minimum activation time of 15 minutes. This process
is followed by procuring balancing energy on the BM for up to a couple of hours in advance. The balancing
process and BM are explained in more detail in Deliverable D10.1 of this Project, [2].
In terms of timing, the system balancing timeframe is constrained by the IDM closure on one side and the
required time for communication, security and ramp rate of generators before real-time. EBGL Article 24
supports this statement, stating that balancing energy gate closure times need to be harmonised across all
BMs at least for RR, mFRR and aFRR, and that they must be as close to real-time as possible and not before
the IDM gate closure [5]. On the other hand, SOGL strictly regulates the operational planning procedure
during this period, which it defines to be no longer than 15 minutes [6]9.
Furthermore, EBGL stipulates that CZC calculation and allocation for provision of balancing services should
be scheduled as close to real-time as possible, for the reason of not disrupting and limiting the previous
energy trading market timeframes. In addition, according to Article 33 - Exchange of balancing capacity (7),
“TSOs shall not increase the reliability margin calculated pursuant to Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 (CACM) due
to the exchange of balancing capacity for frequency restoration reserves and replacement reserves”. CZC
allocated for the exchange of balancing energy or sharing of reserves shall be used exclusively for RR, mFRR,
aFRR, while the reliability margin calculated pursuant to CACM shall be used for operating and exchanging

9

SOGL, Article 3 – Definitions, (72): ‘close to real-time’ means the time lapse of not more than 15 minutes between the
last intraday gate closure and real-time
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FCR only (Article 38 – General requirements, Exchange of balancing capacity or sharing of reserves, (4)). The
same Article 38, in paragraph 9, prescribes: “When cross-zonal capacity allocated for the exchange of
balancing capacity or sharing of reserves has not been used for the associated exchange of balancing energy,
it shall be released for the exchange of balancing energy with shorter activation times or for operating the
imbalance netting process”.
Most of the CROSSBOW Project participating countries have taken steps to establish national BMs and to
participate in EU projects in support the implementation of the balancing NCs [1]. Nevertheless, a uniform
implementation of all Market and System Operation NCs across all countries is a prerequisite for the
establishment of a functional regional BM.

Market Coupling in EU and SEE
The EU Electricity Market Target Model aims to ultimately achieve European-wide short-term price
formation. This requires harmonisation of market rules across Europe and price coupling of regions, a process
that is prescribed in CACM and currently ongoing through various regional projects. Non-EU countries, for
which CACM is not mandatory, are taking steps towards the fulfilment of the requirements for coupling too.
As presented in Deliverable 1.1 of this Project [1], the inclusion of Energy Community Contracting Parties
from South-East Europe is driven by the target of implementing a common capacity calculation in the region
and the technical assistance for early implementation of CACM. As such, non-EU CROSSBOW participants do
not have designated NEMOs yet, however steps towards market coupling are being taken, [1]. The DAM
market coupling status in the region is summarised in Figure 2, taken from the aforementioned Deliverable.
4MMC, coupled
2014, using PCR
solutions

PCR project: MRC,
coupled 2018

Actual steps taken –
MoUs signed

Existing coupling
plans, no actions
taken
both/multiple sides taking steps

steps taken from one side

Italy

no steps taken / considering options

Figure 2: Market coupling developments in the region (Source [1])

The regional DAM developments are explained in detail in [1], but the most important conclusions are:
•

The Price Coupling of Regions (PCR) Project is a key project contributing to European market
integration and harmonisation; as such BSP Southpool, CROPEX, IBEX, SEEPEX, Opcom and the Greek
DAM are all service users or members of PCR (algorithm);
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•

Slovenia and Croatia are already coupled within MRC; Romania is coupled within 4MMC;

•

Other regional or bilateral coupling projects are either planned, in negotiation or moving forward.

The aim is to integrate the Western Balkan 6 countries with the day-ahead MRC as well. The current
developments represent a stepwise approach to ensure all prerequisites are met before achieving this goal.
With that in mind, clearly the relevant NCs must be implemented in all countries in order to harmonise
market rules, but furthermore, all market deadlines must be coordinated in accordance to the rules defined
in the NCs and already established practices in coupled European markets. In addition, the CZC computation
methodology, information exchange and security considerations must be taken into account and coordinated
with market gate opening and closure times.
There are developments in IDM coupling as well, with the Cross Border Intraday Initiative (XBID) that
launched in June 2018. The purpose of the initiative is to enable efficient continuous cross-zonal intraday
trading and move towards a single pan-European IDM. Currently, the following countries take part in the
initiative: Belgium, Denmark, Germany, Estonia, Finland, France, Latvia, Lithuania, Norway, the Netherlands,
Austria, Portugal, Sweden and Spain. The initiative announced an expansion towards the end of 2019 by
integrating the IDMs of Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania and Slovenia, [7].
The IDM coupling solution is based on implicit continuous trading but supports explicit trading on some
borders. It uses a single algorithm that connects the information on available CZCs submitted by TSOs and
different trading systems operated by power exchanges. The algorithm allows bids and offers submitted in
different bidding zones to be matched if there is sufficient CZC available.
The information in the previous sections on the relationship between the different markets and timeframes
is summarised in Figure 3. In fact, the Energy Community Secretariat10 uses this representation to
demonstrate the interlinkages between the markets and the necessity of implementing the EU electricity NCs
for the long-term goal of establishing a functional SEE regional electricity market. Here it is given for clarity.

Figure 3: EU Target model – Interlinkages between Market Network Codes (Source [8])

10

https://energy-community.org/
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Applied solutions in price coupling regions
As explained above, the longest market timeframe is the FM which can take place years ahead up to a day
ahead of delivery. Due to the extensive time period there can be multiple capacity auctions taking place on
yearly, seasonal, monthly, weekly, and daily basis. However, the only auction that could have an impact on
the organisation of the DAM is the daily auction. Namely, the DAM cannot commence prior to the publication
of daily capacity allocation results.
The NCs stipulate coordinated approach to capacity calculation and allocation. The South-East European
countries are in fact members of capacity allocation offices – the Coordinated Auction Office in South East
Europe and the Joint Allocation Office. In their allocation rules, both offices define the results publication
deadline to be 9:40 the day before delivery [9], [10].
As it can be observed from the market coupling initiatives presented above, for harmonising WP10 products
with the operation of the rest of the market timeframes, the most relevant timing practices are those applied
within MRC and 4MMC. For example, the DAM routine adopted by EPEX Spot [11] is the following:
1) available transmission capacities are reported by respective TSOs before 10:00
2) market participants must submit their bids and offers before the gate closure at 12:00
3) prices are calculated between gate closure and 12:42, at which point preliminary results are
published for information purposes only
4) final results are published between 12:55 and 13:50
5) trades are invoiced between buyers and sellers until 15:00.
After the results publication, market participants can adjust their schedules on the IDM. Available
transmission capacities are once again announced by the TSOs, after which point trading can commence.
Established IDMs offer various products. However, matches are typically concluded on first-come first-served
basis. Once a transaction is confirmed to the corresponding market participants, it is reported back to the
TSO.
The most important point of information exchange is the publishing of available CZC, which in effect marks
the beginning of the IDM process. If the capacity allocation is done explicitly, as is for example the case on
the France - Italy and Austria - Italy borders, this represents another important process that needs to
conclude prior to IDM opening. For the aforementioned borders, CZC allocation is performed by JAO and
there are two auctions, the first one offering products for each hour of the day from 00:00 until 24:00 and
the second for hours between 16:00 and 24:00. The first auction closes at 15:55 the previous day, while the
second at 10:00 on the day of delivery. The rules do not prescribe a deadline for results publication, but
stipulate that they are published as soon as possible. The deadline is defined with each auction specification.
Another example of explicit intraday capacity allocation is the Romania – Hungary border. There,
TRANSELECTRICA holds six sessions for four-hour segments each day. The schedule is the following (where H
is the first hour of delivery in the four-hour segment) [12]:
1) H - 6 hours: available capacities are published
2) H - 4 hours: gate opening
3) H - 3 hours: gate closing
4) H - 2:30 hours: deadline for results publication
5) H - 1 hours: deadline for confirmation of final nominations.
However, perhaps the best example is the XBID market schedule since it is the most advanced IDM coupling
project. It is based on continuous trading using a shared order book concept and a separate capacity
management module to offer continuous CZC allocation to users. All borders, except France – Germany have
implicit CZC allocation. The XBID geographical area is divided into separate Market Areas (MA) and trading
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firstly opens within each of them – intra-MA trading, and then they are coupled – cross-MA trading. Hourly
products are offered in all MAs, while some allow 15-minute, 30-minute and user defined products as well.
This allows different zones more flexibility in terms of IDM rules, including products and deadlines, while still
accomplishing the goal of market coupling [13]. Table 2 and Table 3 summarise gate opening and closure
times for the different products in intra-MA and cross-MA trading respectively (D is the time of delivery).
Table 2 Intra-MA trading deadlines in XBID (Source [13])

Gate
opening

Gate
closure

Product

German
TSO areas

Austria

France

Netherland
s & Belgium

Nordics &
Baltics

Iberia

All

18:00

15:00

15:00

14:00

14:00

14:00

15-min

D-30 min

D-30 min

/

/

/

/

30-min

D-30 min

/

D-30 min

/

/

/

1 hour

D-30 min

D-30 min

D-30 min

D-5 min

D-60 min*

D-60 min

User
defined

D-30 min

D-30 min

D-30 min

D-5 min

D-60 min*

/

* D-30 min for Finland and Estonia
/ - not offered
Table 3 Cross-MA trading deadlines in XBID (Source [13])

Gate
opening

German
TSO areas

Austria

France

Netherlands
& Belgium

Nordics &
Baltics

Iberia

German
TSO areas

22:00*

18:00

22:00

22:00

14:00*

18:00**

22:00

Gate
closure
Products

D-60 min
Germany – Austria: 15-min
Germany – France: 30-min
All others: 1 hour

* 18:00 for Germany-Austria and Germany Denmark 1
** Pending decision by ACER to move to 14:00

In all transitions between market timeframes, it is crucial to coordinate the time of publication of available
CZCs. As mentioned in Section 2.1.2, Article 58 of CACM stipulates that each CCC must notify relevant NEMOs
of CZC and allocation constraints no later than 15 minutes before IDM cross-zonal gate opening time. Lastly,
it is important to stress that the IDM should aim to remain open for as long as possible, but taking into
consideration the required time for communication, security and ramp rates of generators. This should also
leave sufficient time for the BM timeframe immediately prior to real-time.
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3

Functional specification of AM
Solutions presented in the WP10

The CROSSBOW’s Work Package (WP) 10 is titled CROSSBOW Wholesale and Ancillary Market toolset (AM).
Under this WP, three products based only on software solutions will be developed. The three software
solutions will be:
-

Intraday Energy Market platform (ID platform)

-

System Market platform for mFRR (mFRR platform)

-

Measurement of energies within aFRP

The leader for the definition and development of the first two software solutions (ID platform and mFRR
platform) is University of Ljubljana (UL), and the leader of the Measurement of energies within aFRP is
Romanian Energy Center (CRE).
The development of the products could be divided into two stages, functional specification definition and
technical specification definition. The functional specification definition approach included an iterative
feedback loop with the TSOs, as the CROSSBOW’s end-users, providing relevant comments to the product
functionalities. Based on the feedback, functional specification for the products was created, updated and
defined. The functional specification addresses:
-

Brief descriptions of the solutions;

-

Data required as inputs for the solution functionalities;

-

Algorithms used in the solution;

-

Relevant timeframes;

-

Data sent out as outputs of the solutions’ operation.

Technical specification regarding the software and system architecture, as well as, the technologies that will
be used in the development of the software adopted a more closed loop approach. Only the standards used
for the data exchange models between the market participants and the platform were presented to the endusers for feedback. The technical specification addresses:
-

Software architecture;

-

Packaging and deployment;

-

Technologies used.

One more solution was planned for the WP10, System market platform for aFRR. Due to the complexity of
the aFRR platform and aFRP process itself, the solution will not be demonstrated. The aFRR platform would
require integration with existing TSOs’ systems which is, at the moment, out of scope of the project. However,
the functionalities of the aFRR platform will still be described in this document.

Intraday Energy Market platform
The Intraday Energy Market (ID) platform will represent a wholesale market conducted in an intraday continuous mode. The region of the ID platform will include countries of the TSOs that are part of the CROSSBOW project. TSOs from CROSSBOW will represent most of the countries from the SEE.
NOTE: The development of the ID platform will take place in the next task of the WP10. The task T10.3:
Development of CROSSBOW Wholesale and Ancillary Market toolset. During the development, some
minor changes could be introduced and implemented, but the main functionalities presented in this
document will remain.
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The ID platform will be developed as a software demonstration and will not achieve the production ready
status. The language of the ID platform, its features and the description of its operation will be English.
In the preparation of the functional specification for the ID platform, relevant implementation projects from
EU were investigated and considered. Cross-border Intraday (XBID Project) [14] started as a joint initiative by
various Power Exchanges in cooperation with the TSOs from 11 countries. The main goal of the project is the
creation of a joint integrated intraday cross-border market and enable continuous cross-border trading
across Europe. In the first go-live stage in June 2018 no CROSSBOW TSOs were members of the initiative and
no CROSSBOW TSO participated in the trading. In the second go-live stage, the following three CROSSBOW
TSOs are said to join XBID: Bulgarian (ESO), Croatian (HOPS) and Romanian (TRANS). The remaining five
CROSSBOW TSOs are not involved in the project.

Brief description and main functionalities of the platform
The ID platform will represent a wholesale electricity market, where market participants (MPs) can trade
based on closed contracts. A closed contract11 represents an agreement where the details of the trade are
determined in advance. The quantity and price of the supplied energy is agreed on before the delivery. Deviations of the delivered energy from the quantity agreed in the closed contract are subjected to imbalance
settlement.
The ID platform could offer its MPs 24/7 trading with predefined energy products. The ID platform will enable
cross-border trading among multiple countries and increase the efficiency compared to the single cross-border intraday trading that is sometimes still present in the countries of the SEE. The main goal is to create a
single platform that would collect orders for both types (bid and ask), as well as intraday CZC. The platform
would enable market participants (MPs) from one country to view orders from another country. Similarly,
orders can be matched between two MPS from different countries present on the platform. The only constraint for cross-border trading is the available CZC.
The continuous trading matching algorithm will be used on the CROSSBOW’s ID platform, more precisely,
Pay-as-bid algorithm will be used for matching orders on the platform. The trading will be based on a single
currency euro (€).
All MPs (traders and suppliers) from the day-ahead market will be able to participate on the ID platform. MPs
will be able to trade the predefined products on the market, as well as send orders with the necessary
specified parameters while stating the desired price and quantity. Market will open at 15:00 (CET) and close
for each product separately. Market will close 30 minutes before the start of the full delivery period for a
specific product.

TSO

MP1
MP2
MP2

ID platform
1. CZC

2. Orders

Order book + matching
- Order depth filling up
- In case of matching orders, a deal is
concluded
- If the deal is cross-border, the CZCs
are updated

3. Summary

TSO

Figure 4: General process of the ID platform

11

Opposed to the closed contract is the open contract, which is mostly used for final consumers, where the price is
usually fixed, and the quantity of the contract can vary.
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Orders of any type can be submitted in all market areas of the platform. If there is enough CZC available,
orders can be matched in different market areas. The matching is done on a first-come first-served principle.
The highest buy price and the lowest sell price get matched first. The orders that are matched are removed
from the OB and the relevant CZC is updated and sent to the TSOs. Depending on the available CZC the OB is
updated in such way, that the orders exceeding available CZC are removed. The CZC are updated on borders
that were included in the cross-border flows originated from the cross-border deal.
All of the above-mentioned functionalities will be described in more detail in the subchapters that follow.

Cross-zonal Capacity (CZC) and relevant timings on the market
Cross-zonal capacity (CZC) represents the amount (in MW) that can be used for the cross-border transfers
between bidding zones. The CZC shall be made available to the MPs, as long as the amount of offered CZC
complies with the principle of secure network operation, [15].
For each border, two CZC values will be stored. One for each direction between two market areas. These
values will be displayed on a separate screen where the market participants will be able to view the remaining
CZC in the geographical region.
Two directions of CZC represent and impact one of the two order types (bid and ask). CZC will have to be
available towards the delivering market area, for the bid orders to be available for trading and CZC will have
to be available away from the delivering area for the ask orders to be available for trading. The total volume
of orders available for each direction should not exceed the CZC available to satisfy them. The maximum
volume available is dependent on the available CZC.
Intraday CZC will be published to the platform by TSOs either via API or via the user interface. The CZC
published to the platform will be defined on a per-hour basis. Due to the fact that the minimum product
length on the ID platform will be quarter hour, the platform will have to divide and allocate the CZC on a
quarter hour basis.
The following parameters will have to be defined when publishing the CZC to the platform:
-

Date of the CZC (in CET);

-

Hour of the CZC (in CET);

-

LFC area of the TSO;

-

LFC area of the delivering area (for every delivering area);

-

Total CZC available in direction away from the delivering area (in MW);

-

Total CZC available in the direction towards the delivering area (in MW).

The CZC will be kept and updated at the platform. After every concluded cross-border trade the CZC from
the borders crossed will have to be updated. After every 15 minutes on the platform, the results of the
concluded trades and the cross-border schedules will be sent to the appropriate TSO.
MPs will be able to view the remaining CZCs between countries participating on the platform on a dedicated
tab on the Order Book. The tab will be updated after every trade or after every update of the CZC.
In the Figure 5, relevant timings on the market for the ID platform can be observed. The following Gate
Closure Times (GTC) or other time limitations have been identified:
-

CZC GCT: The first identified GCT is between TSOs and the ID platform. TSOs are required to send
the calculated CZC between their borders that are participating on the ID platform. The TSO can
publish the calculated CZC after the close of the day-ahead market and before the market opens
(green colour);
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-

Market opening: The market is planned to open for all products at 15 CET, after the day-ahead
market. The cross-border trading will open for all products at 18 CET (purple colour);

-

Cross-border schedules: Summary of the cross-border schedules is sent from the ID platform to
the relevant TSOs every 15 minutes (dark grey colour);

-

Market close: The market is planned to close for each product separately, 1 hour before the start
of the delivery, the cross-border trading will close and 30 minutes before the start of the delivery
the market will close for a specific product (blue colour).

15 CET

18 CET ...

Market opens
for all products

T-1h T-75 T-60

T-30 T

Cross-border trading
closes for the product
QH

Cross-border trading
opens for all products
ID platform sends the TSOs the
summary for the last 15 minutes

Deal is conducted between
CZC are sent to the platform
two MPs from different areas
before the market opens
Trading is active for product QH at time T
Market closes for the
product QH
Figure 5: Approximate timings for the ID platform

Regarding the timeframes on the ID platform, TSOs of the CROSSBOW project have been consulted. The TSOs
were asked about the market opening time for their IDM and market closing time for their IDM, as well as
the opening times for cross-border trading and closing times for cross-border trading. Meaningful responses
have been received from Bosnian and Herzegovinian, Bulgarian, Croatian, Montenegrin, North Macedonian,
Romanian and Serbian TSOs as well as some other partners from the SEE countries. Their responses are
summarised in Table 4.
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Market
opening
time IDM

Market
IDM

closing

time Cross-border
Cross-border trading closing
trading opening time
time

Bosnia and 18:00
Herzegovina (D-1)

CET 22:15 CET (D)

18:00 CET (D-1)

22:15 CET (D)

Bulgaria

14:00
(D-1)

CET 1 hour before delivery

No limitation

14:30 CET for day-ahead
nominations

Croatia

15:45
(D-1)

CET 30 minutes
delivery

before 18:00 CET (D-1)

One hour before delivery for
BiH and Serbian border

Montenegro 18:00
(D-1)

CET 45 minutes
delivery

before No limitation

8:00 CET for long term and
14:00 CET for short term

North
Macedonia

18:00
(D-1)

CET 22:00 CET (D)

Romania

18:00
(D-1)

CET 22:00 CET (D) and 1 hour 4 hours before 3 hours before the delivery,
before delivery
the
delivery, trading for 4-hour slots
trading for 4hour slots

Serbia

18:00
(D-1)

CET 90 minutes before Several days in 1 hour before the delivery
delivery, plan for 2020 is advance
for
1 hour before delivery
long-term

No PX

No PX

Table 4: Summarisation of TSO feedback regarding the market timeframes in their countries

Based on the relevant legislation and regulatory frameworks analysed in the earlier works within project and
examples of good practice from the XBID project, coupled with the feedback of the current status of the
intraday market in SEE countries presented in Table 4, the following ID platform’s timeframes are proposed:
-

IDM opening time: 15:00 CET (D-1);

-

IDM closing time: 30 minutes before delivery;

-

Cross-border opening time: 18:00 CET (D-1);

-

Cross-border closing time: 1 hour before delivery.

Authors are aware that the proposed timeframes are currently not directly applicable for all CROSSOW TSOs.
Due to the nature of the project (CROSSBOW is a research innovation project), relevant literature review, as
well as examples of good practice, the abovementioned timeframes were selected.

Parameters of the submitted order
Various products can be traded for on the ID platform. The main identifier of a product is its delivery period
and product type. Delivery period identifies the starting time of the delivery and the product type defines
the duration of the delivery. The minimum product length on the ID platform is 15 minutes. It is represented
with a Quarter hourly product.
All orders submitted to the platform are required to have the following parameters defined:
-

Type of order: The direction of the trade can be identified from the type of order. Indicates
whether the MP intends to place a buy order (bid) or whether the MP intends to place a sell
order (ask);

-

Product type: The duration of the order can be identified from the product type. Overall, there
are 4 product types on the ID platform;
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-

Starting time: The starting time of the product can be derived from the product identification
number. An identification number PH11 would indicate that the delivery period of the product
will start at 10:00 and last until 11:00;

-

Quantity: Defines the volume of the deal and;

-

Price of the order: Price will have to be submitted to the platform in an €/MW format with the
price resolution of 0.01 €/MW;

-

Location of the order: LFC area will have to be included in order to locate the bid on the map
and identify the necessary CZC to and from the LFC area.

Four products can be traded on the platform. The main two product types on the ID platform are the
following:
-

Quarter hour product (the abbreviation for the product is PQ): The delivery period of the product
lasts 15 minutes. There are 96 PQ products on any given calendar day.

-

Hour product (the abbreviation for the product is PH): The delivery period of the product lasts
one hour. There are 24 PH products on any given calendar day.

These two types are not the only products that are available on the ID platform. From the above-mentioned
PQ and PH products we can derive the following products:
-

Half hour product: It is comprised of two PQ products in consecutive delivery periods;

-

Block product: It is comprised of multiples PH products in consecutive delivery periods. Block
order means an order with the total delivery period greater the longest delivery period of that
specific product.

All of the above-mentioned parameters that are required for a submitted order, are summarised in Table 5.
Required parameters of the order submitted on the platform
Type of order (direction)

Bid or ask (buy or sell)

Product type (duration)

Quarter hour (PQ) or hour product (PH)

Starting time of the product (product ID)

Start time (in CET)

Quantity

Quantity in MW

Minimum Quantity (increment)

A minimum of 0.1 MW and can increase by the 0.1 MW
increment

Maximum Quantity

A maximum of 9,999.9 MW

Price of the order

€/MW, price resolution 0.01 €/MW

Location of demand

Bidding zone/LFC Area
Table 5: Summary of the parameters for the submitted order

Order book (OB)
The Order book (OB) will present the central screen for the ID market platform. All orders (buy and sell) will
be displayed on the OB. The orders will be sorted by price, for every product that will be active on that day,
at that time. Some orders could be executed immediately after they are published, and others are stored and
presented on the OB. The orders that are added to the OB build order depth.
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Due to the cross-border trading constraint and even though OB contains all orders entered in all market
areas, local view of the OB is introduced. Local view only makes the orders with enough CZC available to
complete them visible. All orders that are visible on the OB can be matched against each other. If no CZC
exists in a market area, local orders are still visible and can still be traded for, [16].
Bid orders required enough available CZC towards the delivering area and ask orders require enough
available CZC from the delivering area form them to be presented on the local OB and able to be matched in
a trade. All bid orders visible in the local OB cannot exceed the sum of CZC directed towards the delivering
area and all ask orders visible in the local OB cannot exceed the sum of CZC directed from the delivering area.
The sum of CZC represents all possible routes towards the delivering area or from the delivering area. OB is
updated after any orders are added to the platform, modified (direction, price, volume…), deleted or
matched (partially of fully).
The OB presents an anonymous central trading screen as not identification of the owner of the bid can be
visible or accessed. OB will offer necessary information and functionalities for continuous trading. The
general parts of the ID OB consist of:
-

Product identification and its timing: From the product identification number, the product type
and its start and end time can be determined;

-

Closing time for the trading of the product: Represents the GCT for concluding trades for a
specific product;

-

Bid orders: The price and quantity of the best bid order type available at the local OB is
presented;

-

Sell orders: The price and quantity of the best ask order type available at the local OB is
presented;

-

Order depth: An order graph depicts the quantity and price of orders that do not have the best
price. Example of the order depth can be observed in Figure 6. Example of the order depth can
be observed in. Almost all orders for both directions (depending if the number of total orders
exceeds the number of orders that can be presented), their prices and volume can be compared
visually;

-

Trade history: The last successful trade for a certain product is listed on the OB, as well as the
quantity, price and the time of the last trade.
Volume MWh

Price
€/MWh
Bid

Ask

Figure 6: Example of the order depth on the ID platform
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All of the above-mentioned parameters that are required for a submitted order, are summarised in Table 6.
Information presented on the Order Book
Tabs for orders

15min/30min/1h/block

Time of the product

HH:MM – HH:MM (in CET)

Market close time for a specific product

HH:MM (in CET)

Bid information

Quantity and best price of bid

Ask information

Quantity and best price of ask

Statistics and relevant information per product

Highest/lowest price, order depth

Last deal of the product and time when it was conducted Yes
(Trade history)
Table 6: Summary of the information presented on the Order Book

Bid and Ask information in Table 6, mean that only the best bid/ask offers will be presented on the SOB. The
best offer refers to the price. For the bid offer, the highest price a market participant is willing to pay will be
presented as well as that offer’s quantity. For the ask offer, the lowest price a market participant is willing to
accept will be presented as well as that offer’s quantity.
The second parameter for sorting bids is the timestamp. When a market participant enters an order to the
market, a timestamp is assigned to it. If the market participant modifies the volume or price of the order, the
timestamp is updated. In case two orders have the same price, the one with earlier time stamp will be
presented on the SOB and matched earlier. Orders are sorted for each order type separately. Bid orders are
sorted in descending order and ask orders are sorted in ascending order.
When the market closes for a certain product, all remaining orders become expired and the local view of the
OB is updated. Similarly, when the CZC is updated or a cross-border trade is made. Orders are
added/removed from the local view depending on the CZC availability, [16].

Matching
The platform will make use of the continuous trading matching algorithm. The algorithm collects orders from
bidding zones of ID MPs and continuously matches them, while taking into account the CZC. The successfully
matched orders are transformed into trades and the trades represent closed contracts to deliver energy.
Trading on the ID platform is available after the day-ahead market and before the balancing energy markets
take place.
Matching on the ID platform will be based on the pay-as-bid algorithm. As the name of the algorithm denotes,
the pay-as-bid algorithm represents a process where market participants receive the price that was stated in
their offer. This algorithm provides the market participants with the appropriate economic signals.
There are various parameters that have to match in order for the deal to be concluded, such as:
-

Order type: For a trade to be concluded, both order types have to be presented on different
sides of the trade, bid and ask order;

-

Date, time and type: Naturally, the date, time and type of the product have to match otherwise
it is not the same product and the trade cannot be concluded;

-

Quantity: Currently, only regular types of the order are supported on the ID platform and
therefore the quantity of the opposite orders have to match in full;
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-

Price: The price of the order that was added to the market with the later timestamp has to have
either equal or better price than the best order of the opposite type in order to for a trade to be
concluded instantly.

The trading between different market areas is considered cross-border trading. It is only possible if the
capacities between the areas are sufficient for a specific trade. Orders entered in one area will be displayed
in all order books of other delivery areas, assuming enough CZC is available between them. When orders
from different market areas are successfully matched together, the required CZC is allocated to that deal
and, in turn, deducted from the overall capacities between the market areas. If no CZC is available between
one participating market are and all other market areas, no cross-border orders will be visible, [16].
PRICE DETERMINATION AND TRADE CREATION
When a deal is concluded, the price of the trade has to be determined. When two orders are matched, the
price is determined as the price of the order that was present in the OB at an earlier timestamp. In case a bid
order is sent to the platform, a new timestamp is created for it. If that order is matched against an existing
ask order, the lowest sell order price becomes the trade execution price. In case of an ask order being sent
to the platform, the limit price of the existing bid order becomes the trade execution price.
A trade is concluded when the two orders are matched. One order can match with several other orders
(cross-matching), but a trade can only be made between two orders. The following parameters are derived
from the order details and are necessary for a trade, [16]:
-

Price (derived from the OB);

-

Quantity (derived from the OB);

-

Duration (derived from the OB);

-

Timestamp in CET, (derived from the OB);

-

Cost of the trade (calculated at the trade).

The cost of the trade can be calculated by multiplying the quantity of the power traded (MW) with the price
per energy unit that was determined between the two orders (€/MW) and the duration of the product that
was traded in the deal. The timestamp of the trades is required in case there are multiple trades to determine
the order of best price and to determine the time when the matching algorithm deems a trade executable.
TRADE CANCELLATION
A trade that was already concluded can be cancelled if a set of market rules has been satisfied. Even if both
parties of the trade agree on the cancellation of the trade, there are still technical limitations for the that
need to be satisfied for its cancellation. The trade can be cancelled if counter-allocation of CZC is still possible.
The counter-allocation does not need to follow the same path as the original trade, but the same trade
routing plan has to be considered.

System market platform for mFRR
The System market platform for mFRR (mFRR platform) will represent an Ancillary services market intended
for the TSOs to procure the balancing energy. The platform will make use of a TSO – TSO model, where
Balancing Service Providers (BSPs) will be able to send their offers to the TSO and the TSOs will forward them
to the platform. The mFRR platform, should bolster non-discrimination between MPs taking into account
various technical needs and capabilities of generation sources, energy storage and demand response
solutions. The goal is to define the services in a transparent and technologically neutral manner and ensure
non-discriminatory access to all MPs, as well as take into account the need to accommodate the increasing
share of variable generation, [15].
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NOTE: The development of the System market platform for mFRR will take place in the next task of the
WP10. The task T10.3: Development of CROSSBOW Wholesale and Ancillary Market toolset. During the
development, some minor changes could be introduced and implemented, but the main functionalities
presented in this document will remain.
The mFRR platform will be developed as a software demonstration and will not achieve the production ready
status. The language of the mFRR platform, its features and the description of its operation will be in English.
In the preparation of the functional specification for the mFRR platform, relevant implementation projects
from ENTSO-E were investigated and considered. Manually Activated Reserves Initiative (MARI) [17] is an EU
implementation project. Its main goal is the creation of the European mFRR platform. There are 25 TSOs from
the EU that are members of MARI project and 5 TSOs that are observers. Among the CROSSBOW TSOs’
countries Greek TSO (ADMIE) and Romanian TSO (TRANS) are members of the MARI project and the Croatian
TSO (HOPS), Bulgarian TSO (ESO), Serbian TSO (EMS) are observers of the project. The remaining three
CROSSBOW TSOs, namely, Bosnian and Herzegovinian TSO (NOS BiH), Montenegrin TSO (CGES) and North
Macedonian TSO (MEPSO) are not included in the project in any form.

Brief description and main functionalities of the platform
In the Guideline on Electricity Balancing (EBGL) the European platform for the exchange of balancing energy
for mFRR shall be based on the following common governance principles and business processes [5], [15]:
-

Platform shall be operated by TSOs or by means of an entity the TSOs could create themselves;

-

Multilateral TSO – TSO model with Common Merit Order List (CMOL) for exchanging the
balancing energy bids from standard products for mFRR;

-

Activation Optimisation Function (AOF);

-

Pricing of the balancing energy products shall be based on marginal pricing;

-

TSO – TSO settlement function.

With the mFRR platform, we aimed at satisfying all of the above presented objectives. Initially, in the
demonstration phase, the platform is planned to be operated by the product leader UL. Due to the
technologies used in the development of the platform, the main idea is, that if the ownership and the
operation of the mFRR platform would once pass to the TSOs. The TSO – TSO model will be used in the mFRR
platform with the CMOL intended for cross-border exchange of the balancing energy bids for the mFRR
product. The CMOL, coupled with the use of the AOF, with the pricing based on the marginal pricing, should
increase the social welfare in the SEE region.

2. Bids

BSP

LFC Area

5. Algorithm

LFC Area

1. Bids

TSO

3. CZC
4. Demands

Common Merit
Order List

6. Results

+
Activation
Optimisation
Function

7. CZC

8. Activation
requests

TSO

9. TSO – TSO settlement

BSP

10. TSO – BSP settlement

Figure 7: General process of the mFRR platform, Source [18]

In the Figure 7 the general process of the CROSSBOW’s mFRR platform can be observed. It is divided
into 10 steps:
1. BSP send bids to the TSO;
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2. TSO forwards bids to the platform;
3. TSO updates any changes in the availability of CZC to the platform;
4. TSO forwards the mFRR demands to the platform;
5. After the GCT, the CMOL is generated and with the help of the AOF, bids and demands are satisfied;
6. Results of the optimisation (selected bids, satisfied demands and cross-border exchanges) are
forwarded to the TSOs;
7. The remaining CZCs are forwarded to the TSOs;
8. TSO sends the activation requests to the relevant BSP;
9. The cross-border marginal price process (settlement) takes place (TSO – TSO settlement);
10. The TSOs settle with the relevant BSP (TSP – BSP settlement).
The general process of CROSSBOW’s mFRR platform can be divided and described as follows. Firstly, the BSPs
send the bids to the TSOs in their LFC Block. The second step is when the TSOs forward their BSPs’ bids and
their demands to the CROSSBOW’s mFRR platform. The CZC are sent to the platform immediately after the
intraday market closes. In case any changes occur of if the CZC availability changes, the CZC have to be
published to the platform until the GCT for that product. In the next step, the CMOL is created and the AOF
is used to calculate the results of the optimisation. The accepted bids, satisfied demands and prices are sent
to the relevant TSOs. Following the AOF the remaining CZCs are forwarded to the relevant TSOs. The
calculation of financial TSO – TSO settlement and afterwards the TSO – BSP settlement takes place. The cycle
for one 15-minute product and activation finishes. The process repeats itself 96 times in the day, once for
each 15-minute product.
All of the above-mentioned functionalities will be described in detail in the subchapters that follow.

Characteristics and parameters of the standard product
There are many characteristics that the BSPs have to satisfy when submitting a balancing energy bid to the
mFRR platform. Parameters and characteristics can be divided between required and variable. Required
parameters have to be satisfied and the variable parameters have to be defined, otherwise the bid is
considered as void. BSPs have to satisfy at least the following required parameters [2], [5]:
-

Preparation period: The period between the activation request by the TSO and the start of the
ramping period. The preparation period is expected to last 2.5 minutes due to the expected
shape of the product;

-

Ramping period: The time required for the active power output to increase or decrease from the
current set point to the desired one. The ramping period is expected to last 10 minutes due to
the expected shape of the product;

-

Full Activation Time (FAT): The period between the activation request by the TSO and full
delivery of requested MW power in the balancing energy bid. It is the sum of the preparation and
ramping period presented above. The FAT is expected to not exceed 12.5 minutes due to the
expected shape of the product. Units with FAT larger than 12.5 minutes should not be planned
to participate on the market and may be subject to imbalance settlement in case of larger
deviations.

-

Minimum and maximum quantity: Represent the minimum and maximum allowed change of
the power output in MW offered to the platform by the BSPs. Offered power change has to be
reached until the end of the activation time. The minimum quantity is 1 MW and the maximum
quantity is 9999 MW;
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-

Deactivation period: Represents the down-ramping period, the time required from the
contracted full delivery back to the set point from before the activation began. The deactivation
period is expected to last 10 minutes due to the expected shape of the product;

-

Mode of Activation: Represents the way an energy balancing bid is activated. Generally, it can
be either manual or automatic. For the mFRR platform, manual mode is considered;

-

Minimum and maximum duration of the delivery period: The time period when the BSP delivers
full requested change of power to the system. Due to the fact that only scheduled activation will
be allowed, the time of the duration of the delivery period is expected to be 5 minutes.

Some of the parameters introduced above, are visually represented in Figure 8.

T-5

T

Start of the ramping
period

T+5

T+10

T+15

T+20

Product QH at time T
Start of the
deactivation period

Start of the
preparation period
Duration of the
delivery period

Full delivery period

Full activation time
Figure 8: Shape of the standard product, Source [19]

The other type of parameters are variable parameters. These are the parameters that have to be specified
by the BSP. The following parameters are the variable parameters, [5]:
-

Price of the bid: Represents the price in €/MW with the granularity of 0.01 €/MW;

-

Direction of the bid: Represents either upward or downward direction of the submitted bit. It
defines whether the BSP will be obliged to increase or decrease the power output;

-

Quantity: Represents the amount of change of the power output of the bid in [MW];

-

Divisibility: Bids can be either divisible or indivisible; Divisibility of the bids is a parameter of the
balancing energy bid that specifies if partial activation of the bid is allowed or not. Indivisible bids
can only be activated in full.

-

Location of the bid: The appropriate LFC area or market area has be defined when sending the
bid to the platform.

-

Minimum duration between the end of deactivation period and the following activation:
Defined as the required time between one and the other activation (relevant in case of direct
activation and consequent activations);

-

Validity period: Represents the time in which the submitted bid is valid and offered by the BSP
to the platform for activation. Should be defined with the start time and end time.
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In the current stage, only scheduled activation was considered for the demonstration and therefore for
functional specification. Scheduled activation is mostly used as a mean to replace the aFRR bids activated
due a disturbance or to handle forecasted imbalances. The scheduled activations take place four time in an
hour (HH:00, HH:15, HH:30, HH45). This gives BSPs certainty of the timing on balancing energy bid activations.
All parameters and characteristics for the balancing energy bid and their indicative values are summarised in
the Table 7.
Required parameters of the mFRR balancing energy bid and their values
Direction of the bid

Upward/Downward

Quantity

MW (Minimum 1 MW and maximum 9,999 MW)

Price of the bid

€/MW, price resolution 0.01 €/MW

Location of demand

Bidding zone/LFC Area

Divisibility

Divisible/indivisible

Type of activation

Manual

Validity period

Start and end time of the period have to be specified

Expected preparation period duration

2.5 minutes

Expected ramping period duration

10 minutes

Full Activation Time

12.5 minutes

Duration of delivery period

5 minutes

Expected deactivation period duration

10 minutes

Full delivery period

25 minutes
Table 7: Parameters of the balancing energy bid

Cross-Zonal Capacity (CZC) and relevant timings on the market
Cross-zonal capacity (CZC) represents the amount (in MW) that can be used for the cross-border transfers
between bidding zones. The CZC shall be made available to the MPs, as long as the amount of offered CZC
complies with the principle of secure network operation. CZC should be efficiently allocated on the balancing
markets, to ensure operational security, [15].
The mFRR platform will acquire CZC after the trading for the specific product has been concluded on the ID
platform. Due to the fact that the ID platform and the mFRR platform will be connected, there is a possibility
that the intraday CZC will be forwarded internally (from ID platform to the mFRR platform).
Otherwise, similarly to the ID platform, the CZC will be published to the platform by the TSOs either via API
or via the user interface. The following parameters will have to be defined when publishing the CZC to the
platform:
-

Date of the CZC (in CET);

-

Hour of the CZC (in CET);

-

LFC area of the TSO;

-

LFC area of the delivering area (for every delivering area);

-

Total CZC available in direction away from the delivering area (in MW);

-

Total CZC available in the direction towards the delivering area (in MW).
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After the intraday market closes and the CZC are already sent to the mFRR platform. The TSOs will be able to
continuously update the available CZC for balancing energy exchange. CZC should be updated immediately
after it changes or after it has been recalculated. In the mFRR platform, the remaining intraday CZC will be
considered.
General process of the mFRR platform identifies the following GCTs and time constraints for the operation:
-

BSP – TSO GCT: GCT is only relevant for the BSPs and the TSO in their bidding zone. Before the
deadline of 25 minutes before the start of the product, BSPs have to submit energy balancing
bids to their TSO (purple colour);

-

TSO – Platform GCT: TSOs need to submit a certain percentage of BSP bids to the platform 10
minutes before the start of the product. At the same time, TSOs have to submit all of their
demands to the platform. Until the GCT, TSOs can change and update their demands, but after
the GCT, demands cannot be changed (blue colour);

-

CZC GCT: The deadline for any updates/changes to the available CZC is 10 minutes before the
start of the product. Usually, the CZC is published to the platform after the ID market closes.
Recalculations and changes are permitted until the CZC GCT (green colour);

-

Platform + communication GCT: At least 12.5 minutes have to be allowed between the request
for activation and full power (T - 12.5 minutes – communication time);

All of the GCTs are summarised in the Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Timings for scheduled activation with Gate Closure Times, Source [18]

Parameters of the demand
At least the following [18]:
-

Direction of the requested activation: Represents either upward or downward direction of the
submitted bit. It defines whether the BSP will be obliged to increase or decrease the power
output;

-

Quantity of the demand: Represents the amount of change of the power output of the bid in
[MW];

-

Elasticity of the demand: Defined with the TSO demand price. It provides the TSOs with the
flexibility to determine if their demand has to be satisfied by the platform or if the TSO can try
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and find alternative balancing energy activations (activation up to a price). Inelastic demand does
not have a price and therefore, it has to be satisfied at any cost (activation at any price);
-

Location of the demand: The appropriate LFC area or market block should be defined when
sending the demand to the platform;

-

Type of activation: At this stage of the development, only scheduled activation was considered.

All demands are considered to be divisible. In case the balancing energy demands are higher than the
balancing energy bids and the bids are unable to satisfy all demands, the demands of all TSOs will be lowered
on a pro-rata basis.
All parameters for the balancing energy demand and their indicative values are summarised in the Table 8.
Required parameters of the balancing energy demand and their values
Direction of the demand

Upward/Downward

Quantity

MW

Elasticity

Elastic/Inelastic

TSO demand price (optional)

If elastic, the price should be in €/MW with a price resolution
of 0.01 €/MW
If inelastic, the price should not be given

Location of demand

Bidding zone/LFC Area

Type of activation

Scheduled only
Table 8: Parameters required for the balancing energy demands

Common Merit Order List (CMOL)
In the EBGL [5], CMOL is described as a sorted list of balancing energy bids. The balancing energy bids shall
consist only of standard product bids. The bids on the CMOL will be sorted first by the price and second by
the timestamp. The best bids available will be activated first and will have the priority in dispatching.
BSPs shall submit the standard mFRR product bids to the connecting TSO until the appropriate GCT (note that
GCT from BSP to TSO should be sooner than GCT from TSO to platform). It is not intended for the TSOs to
forward all of their balancing energy bids to the platform. TSOs should keep a certain percentage of bids for
themselves, for security reasons.
Two CMOLs will be created on the mFRR platform for each quarter hour product. One CMOL will be intended
for the upward scheduled activation of balancing energy bids and the other one will be intended for the
downward CMOL. Both CMOLs will contain available standard product bids of the appropriate direction. Only
bids submitted in euro (€) will be considered. Bids in any other currency will be considered void. Furthermore,
bids with any of the necessary parameters missing will be considered void.
Figure 10 presents an example of the CMOL, where the height of each bar represents the price in €/MW for
each bid and the width of each bar represents the quantity for each bid in MW. Supposedly, there are three
TSO present on the market. The CMOL for upward CMOL activation would be sorted in ascending order of
the price. Bids with the same price, would be sorted by timestamp.
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TSO A

Common Merit Order List
Price
€/MW

TSO B

TSO C

Volume MW
Figure 10: Example of the Common Merit Order List, Source [20]

Activation Optimisation Function (AOF)
Activation Optimisation Function (AOF) represents the algorithm that will be applied to all CMOLs to optimise
the balancing energy bids and demands. The AOF used in the CROSSBOW’s mFRR platform will be based on
the maximisation of the social welfare in the region of market participants (SEE region). According to the
EBGL [5], the AOF shall take into account at least the following:
-

Availability of CZC;

-

Bids submitted by the TSOs should be included on the relevant CMOL;

-

Demands submitted by the TSOs should be taken into account;

-

Activation processes and technical constrains from different balancing energy products should
be considered;

-

The possibility of netting counteracting activation requests from TSOs.

The use of AOF should be separated among CMOLs with upward and downward balancing energy bids. Each
TSO should submit the activation requests for balancing energy bids (demands) to the AOF.
In the Table 9, the process of the AOF is summarised. The inputs to the AOF are the BSP balancing energy
bids, TSO demands and availability of CZC. The AOF creates a cost curve consisting of the TSO demands and
CMOL for all bids. The optimal social welfare is calculated based on the curve and defined constraints. An
increase of the social welfare is represented as the decrease of the balancing energy costs in the region. The
results of the optimisation include satisfied demands, accepted bids, cross-border volumes and cross-border
marginal prices for the activation of balancing energy bids.
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Inputs

Objectives

Constraints

Results
of
optimisation

the

Merged
1. Maximise welfare for Available CZC
upward/downward
a given set of bids and
CMOLs
(Balancing demands
energy bids)

List
of
activated
balancing energy bids

Available CZC

Cross-border volumes
and
cross-border
marginal prices for the
balancing
energy
resulting from activation
of bids

2. Minimize the amount
of
mFRR
power
exchange
on
each
border between bidding
zones (LFC areas)

Demands from the TSOs
(activation requests for
balancing energy bids)

The sum of activated
bids, satisfied demands,
cross-border exchanges
is zero (for every LFC
area)

Used CZC
border

for

each

Table 9: Inputs, objectives, constraints and outputs from the mFRR platform’s AOF

In the Figure 11, we can observe the merged CMOLS for upward and downward activation. The CMOLs are
merged in such a way that the bids from BSP are coupled with the demands from the TSOs in the other
direction, [19].
The green line, presents a downward TSO demand, meaning that TSO is willing to pay someone to reduce
their production coupled with upward BSP bids, meaning that the price BSPs would be willing to be paid to
increase their production.
The blue line presents the upward TSO demand, meaning that TSO is willing to pay someone to increase their
production coupled with downward BSP bids, which represent the price BSPs would be willing to pay to
reduce their production.
Depending on the price, the two CMOLs are created (one for each direction). In the illustrative example in
Figure 11, the downward TSO demands would be satisfied in full and the upward TSO demand would be only
partially satisfied. The marginal price is marked with the red dot.
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Price
€/MW

Upward BSP bid
Upward TSO demand

Upward bids +
Downward TSO demand

Downward BSP bid
Downward BSP bid
0

Downward bids +
Upward TSO demands

Quantity MW
Downward TSO demand

Downward TSO demand
Figure 11: Example of merging of the bids on the CMOL with the TSO demands, Source [18], [20]

Cross-border marginal pricing
According to the [5], the pricing method shall:
-

Be based on marginal pricing (pay-as-cleared);

-

Provide market participant with the correct price signals.

The pricing and settlement process will be based on cross-border marginal pricing, which is based on pay-ascleared marginal pricing. The pay-as-cleared algorithm makes use of the price of the last bid of a standard
product, that has been activated to satisfy the balancing energy demands for all market participants. There
are certain advantages of the pricing algorithm, including [19]:
-

Compliance with the EBGL;

-

Level playing field for all participants. If no congestions occur, BSPs in the same area get the same
price;

-

BSPs should not be inclined to add a premium to the price, which can, in turn, provide us with
better social welfare and gives better price signal;

-

If a congestion occurs in the area, the congestion rent is introduced.

The cross-border marginal pricing algorithm is presented in Figure 12. The price will be calculated within the
AOF and will depend on the congestions in the area. Two cases can be identified: The case with no
congestions between the LFC areas and the case where a congestion between two neighbouring areas occurs.
No congestion between the LFC areas
In the case where no congestion is present in the region of market participants, the highest activated bid
price defines the TSO – TSO settlement price, as well as TSO – BSP settlement price. The price that every BSP
receives for having its balancing energy bids activated is the same for all BSPs. The process of price definition
can be seen in Figure 12. For the sake of clarity, only two TSOs are considered for the Figure 12, as well as all
bids having the same volume. The example shows that when a demand from TSO A and TSO B is activated
with the help of a CMOL. A common marginal price is created for both TSOs.
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TSO A

Price
€/MW

TSO B

Demand

Volume MW

Figure 12: Example of cross-border marginal pricing with no congestion, Source [20]

Due to the amount of energy activated in the region A, TSO B has to pay the proportional share of the
increased costs. The cost increased due to the higher number of activations originating from the area A. As
it can be observed, the demand in the area A is two and the demand in the area B is three. But due to prices
and CMOL, the TSO with the higher demand (in our case TSO B) pays to the TSO A for one bid. The TSO A
then pays for the one bid to the BSP that provided it. All cost differences are paid through the TSO – TSO
settlement with the “common” cross-border marginal price.
Congestion between the LFC areas exists
In case where there is no CZC available between the LFC areas or if the CZC are not sufficient to accommodate
the TSOs’ demand, a congestion occurs. Again, for the sake of clarity, only two TSOs are considered, as well
as all bids having the same volume.
One of the mFRR platform’s features will also be netting of TSO mFRR needs, which requires sufficient CZC.
As a result, congestions are likely to occur because of mFRR activations. Differences in the price in the area
and the operation of the AOF are likely to cause the energy flows to form from the cheapest area towards
the more expensive one. In case of congestions, the price difference (congestion rent) between the area will
results in the amount the more expensive area is willing to pay and the amount the cheaper area is willing to
receive.
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Price
€/MWh

TSO A

MPB
MPA
MPA

TSO B
MPB

Demand

Volume
MWh

Figure 13: Example of cross-border marginal pricing, with congestion, Source [19]

In the Figure 13 we can observe the effect of congestion on cross-border marginal pricing. Unlike in Figure
12, where the cross-border marginal pricing without congestion resulted in a single marginal price, two
marginal prices are present. The TSO B will be settled at a higher marginal price than TSO A. The TSO A had
requested activation of two bids and the TSO B requested activation of three bids.
In the TSO – BSP settlement, TSO A is required to pay BSPs from the region A for three activated bids at the
lower marginal price A and TSO B is required to pay its BSPs for the activation of two bids at the higher
marginal price B. In the TSO – TSO settlement, the TSO B is required to pay TSO A for one activated unit at
the higher marginal price B, but the TSO A will pay its BSPs at the lower marginal price A. The difference
between the amount that the TSO A receives from TSO B and the amount that the TSO A needs to pay to its
BSPs is called the congestion rent. Due to the fact that TSOs need to remain financially neutral in the
balancing process, the congestion rent will be shared between the TSOs, in this case, between TSO A and B.

System market platform for aFRR
As described in the green note below, only these functional specification will be made for the aFRR platform
and no software development will take place. The partial functional specification are developed as if software
development would take place afterwards.
The aFRR platform would represent an Ancillary services market intended for the TSOs to procure the
balancing energy. The platform will make use of a TSO – TSO model, where BSPs will be able to send their
offers to the TSO and the TSOs will forward them to the platform.
In the preparation of the functional specification for the aFRR platform, relevant implementation projects
from ENTSO-E were investigated and considered. The Platform for the International Coordination of
Automated Frequency Restoration and Stable System Operation (PICASSO) [21] is an ENTSO-E
implementation project. Its main goal is the creation of the European aFRR platform. There are 16 TSOs from
the EU that are members of PICASSO project and 10 TSOs that are observers. Among the CROSSBOW TSOs’
countries, there are no TSOs that are members of the PICASSO project, but the Greek TSO (ADMIE), Romanian
TSO (TRANS), Croatian TSO (HOPS), Bulgarian TSO (ESO) are observers of the project. The remaining four
CROSSBOW TSOs, namely, Bosnian and Herzegovinian TSO (NOS BiH), Serbian TSO (EMS), Montenegrin TSO
(CGES) and North Macedonian TSO (MEPSO) are not included in the project in any form.
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NOTE: The further software development of the System market platform for aFRR is not planned in any
other task in the WP10. Only these partial functional specification for aFRR platform are developed. Some
minor changes could be introduced and implemented in the extensive description, but the main
functionalities presented in this document would remain.
Both, the mFRR and the aFRR platform presented in this document are part of the EBGL’s European platform for the exchange of balancing energy, and therefore, some notions and definitions may be shared. In
order to not repeat the same definitions and functionalities, a reference to a subchapter in the mFRR may
be included.

Overview of the general process
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Figure 14: General process of the aFRR platform, Source [22]

In the Figure 14 the general process of the CROSSBOW’s aFRR platform can be briefly observed. It can
mainly be divided into 5 steps:
1. BSP send bids to the TSO;
2. TSO forwards bids to the platform;
3. TSO updates any changes in the availability of CZC to the platform;
4. TSO forwards the calculated aFRR demands to the platform;
5. After the GCT, the CMOL is generated and with the help of the AOF, the aFRR power interchange is
calculated and sent to the Frequency Restoration Control Error (FRCE) adjustment process.
The general process can be divided and described as follows. Firstly, the BSPs send the bids to the TSOs in
their LFC Block. The second step is when the TSOs forward their BSPs’ bids and their demands to the CROSSBOW’s mFRR platform. The CZC are sent to the platform immediately after the intraday market closes. In
case any changes occur of if the CZC availability changes, the CZC can be updated and published to the platform until the GCT for that product. The TSOs forwards the calculated aFRR demands in their LFC area to the
platform. Based on the balancing energy bids, demands and available CZC, the aFRR balancing energy
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exchange is calculated and sent to the TSOs. The output of the AOF can be directly used in the FRCE adjustment process.
Based on the comparison done in PICASSO project [22], the Control Demand Model was selected as the
control exchange model for the interaction between the AOF and the control loops of FRCE adjustment
process in each LFC area. The FRCE represents the error of the frequency restoration process, which is
equivalent to the Area Control Error (ACE) of the LFC area and can be seen in the frequency deviation if the
geographical area of the LFC area corresponds to the synchronous area. Each LFC area is required to have a
single controller to manage the activation of aFRR bids, [6].

Characteristics and parameters of the standard product
Most parameters of the aFRR standard product are similar to the ones presented in the mFRR subchapter
3.3.2. Therefore, the description of the parameters will not be included in this chapter. However, the expected values of required and variable parameters will be introduced. Similarly to the standard product for
the mFRR, the following required parameters have to be satisfied for the aFRR product:
-

Full Activation Time (FAT);

-

Minimum and maximum quantity;

-

Deactivation period;

-

Validity period;

-

Divisibility;

-

Minimum duration between deactivation period and the following activation.

-

Mode of activation.

Preparation period duration and ramping period duration were not proposed to be harmonised at this
point. Nonetheless, the FAT has to be satisfied for a unit to be able to participate on the aFRR platform.
Based on the comparison done in the Implementation project PICASSO [22], the technical and economic
assessment suggested that the FAT should by 7.5 minutes at this time in project. Therefore, the same value
is proposed.
Minimum and maximum quantity of the aFRR product will be similar to the one from mFRR platform. The
minimum quantity will be 1 MW and the maximum quantity will be 9,999 MW.
The deactivation period for the aFRR product is to be similar to the proposed FAT. The duration period of
the deactivation would therefore be 7.5 minutes.
The minimum period of validation of the bid shall be at least 15 minutes.
Due to the nature of the aFRP and the fact that activations of balancing energy are almost continuous, all
bids have to be divisible. The time required between the deactivation period and reactivation period of a bid
will have to be zero. The bids have to be available for activation almost continuously.
Mode of activation for the aFRR product will be automatic only. Both, sending of the balancing energy
demands to the platform and sending the results from the AOF from the platform towards the LFC area will
be done automatically. The activation signals will be sent in the form of setpoints to the LFC area.
The other type of parameters are variable parameters. The following parameters have to be specified by the
BSP, [5]:
-

Price of the bid;

-

Quantity;
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-

Location.

Only bids submitted in euro (€) will be considered. Bids in any other currency will be considered void.
Furthermore, bids with any of the necessary parameters missing will be considered void. The price of the bid
will have the resolution of 0.01 €/MW. The quantity has to be specified when submitting a bid.
Similarly to the mFRR product, the location has to be specified in order for cross-border activations to
function properly.
All parameters for the balancing energy bid and their indicative values are summarised in the Table 10.
Required parameters of the aFRR balancing energy bid and their values
Direction of the bid

Upward/Downward

Quantity

MW (Minimum 1 MW and maximum 9,999 MW),
granularity 1 MW

Price of the bid

€/MW, price resolution 0.01 €/MW

Location of demand

Bidding zone/LFC Area

Divisibility

Divisible/indivisible

Type of activation

Automatic

Validity period

Start and end time of the period have to be specified
(minimum 15minutes)

Full Activation Time

7.5 minutes

Expected deactivation period duration

7.5 minutes

Table 10: Required parameters for the aFRR balancing energy bid

As it can be observed from Table 10, the level of harmonisation of the aFRR standard product is a bit less
strict compared to the mFRR. The number of harmonisation parameters is lower, but their limits are
stricter.
There are also some specifics considering the balancing energy demands of the aFRR product, compared to
the mFRR one. All TSO demands are considered to be inelastic, due to the proximity of the aFRR timeframe
with the real time and the fact that TSOs should always be inclined to regulate the FRCE in their LFC area
towards zero.

Definition of relevant timeframes
General process of the aFRR platform identifies the following three GCTs and time constraints for the
operation:
-

BSP – TSO GCT: GCT is only relevant for the BSPs and the TSO in their bidding zone. Before the
deadline of 25 minutes before the start of the product, BSPs have to submit energy balancing
bids to their TSO. From the gate opening time until the GCT, the BSP can update, change and
resubmit the bids. After the GCT, all bids are final and can only be excluded from the CMOL with
the TSO intervention;

-

TSO – Platform GCT: TSOs need to submit the BSP bids to the platform 10 minutes before the
start of the product. At the same time, TSOs have to submit all of their demands to the platform,
in the aFRP, the submission of demands to the platform is automatic;

-

CZC GCT: The CZC are first sent to the aFRR platform after the intraday. After each CZC allocation
(i.e. cross-border mFRR activation) the CZC are updated. The CZC can be changed until the GCT
of 10 minutes before the start of the product.
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The harmonisation of above-mentioned timeframes is crucial to ensure a level playing field for all BSPs in
different LFC areas. The deadline, 25 minutes before the start of delivery if required in order for TSOs to be
able to perform the required technical processes and create local merit order lists. After the TSO GCT, the
local merit order lists are sent to the platform, where they are merged into a CMOL.
The timeframes are relevant for every cycle of optimisation and therefore are occurring almost continuously.
The collection of the bids from BSPs to the TSOs is not the scope of the aFRR platform.
The aFRR platform’s timeframes are presented in the Figure 23 along with the ID and mFRR platform
timeframes.

Cross-zonal capacity (CZC)
In the previous subchapters about the CZC, namely, subchapter 3.2.2 (CZC in ID platform) and subchapter
3.3.3 (CZC in mFRR platform) the CZC has been described in detail. The method for TSOs to publish the
relevant CZC to the platform was described, as well as the required parameters that have to be included. The
aFRR CZC differs in a way that the values will be provided on a near real time basis (before every control
cycle), because the algorithm matching is near continuous.
In case the neighbouring TSOs both submit the CZC on their border and the CZC does not match, the lower
amount will be selected.
The aFRR platform would require available CZC to use either for exchange of balancing energy or for
imbalance netting process. Each participating TSO would be required to publish the available CZC, including
all of its borders that are participating on the aFRR platform. CZC will be updated gradually, with its update
frequency increasing the closer it gets to the real time operation. The gradual increase is planned to follow
the following process, [22]:
-

Available CZC after ID market: The first CZC that are sent to the aFRR platform and serve as a
basis for future updates are the intraday CZC. The intraday CZC can be sent directly from the ID
platform or submitted by the TSOs to the aFRR platform;

-

Available CZC after the RR and mFRR activations: The available CZC are firstly updated after the
earlier balancing processes (such as RR and mFRR markets). The CZC that is allocated earlier in
the balancing process cannot me allocated later-on; some congestions could occur in the
synchronous area. Except for some common usages of balancing reserve originating from sharing
of reserves in the LFC block or between them, the CZC cannot be reserved activations later-on.

-

Certain updates or recalculations of the available CZC after the ID market: Due to remedial
actions, updates of CZC could be submitted to the platform. Updates could be submitted at any
time if CZC has been recalculated or used in any other way;

-

Additional security constraints: Additional restrictions of the available CZC could be published
due to certain operational security considerations. The TSOs can request additional CZC
restrictions to the aFRR borders, but the explanation of the limitations should be included.
Operational restrictions could include unexpected flows within its own area due to some other
power flows, congestions within the LFC area or events of an outages that reduce CZC.

Common Merit Order List (CMOL)
In the previous chapter about the mFRR platform, namely, subchapter 3.3.5 the CMOL has been described in
detail. For every control cycle (and for the shortest validity period) of the aFRP process, two CMOLs will be
created, one for upward and the other for downward activation. The CMOLs will be sorted by price with the
goal of activating the most economical bids first, [18].
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The requested activation of the balancing energy will not be limited by the amount of TSOs submitted bids.
TSOs will be granted full access to the CMOL, meaning that a TSO would be able to activate higher amounts
(all amount) of balancing energy from the CMOL. The benefits of full access include better regulation of the
FRCE towards zero and restoration of system frequency. Even though the TSOs are will be granted full access
to the CMOL, one of the constraints will still be the availability of CZC in case of cross-border activations.
Having this in mind, TSOs would still be motivated to procure a certain amount of aFRR energy locally or to
have it prepared as a fall-back method, [22].
In case the amount of TSO demand exceeds the amount of bids from the BSPs, access to the local merit order
list will be prioritised for each TSO and for all submitted bids, as further presented in subchapter 3.4.6 about
the AOF. The merged CMOLs also serve as an input to the optimisation of activated bids for the relevant set
of demands.

Activation Optimisation Function (AOF)
In the previous chapter about the mFRR platform, namely, subchapter 3.3.6 the AOF has been described in
detail. In this subchapter, the inputs, objectives, constraints and outputs of the AOF will be presented. The
aFRR platform is based on the TSO – TSO exchange model, meaning that the AOF will only send out the results
of the optimisation to the relevant TSO in the LFC area. The AOF will be triggered with a fixed interval. The
time between one AOF trigger and the other should not exceed 10 seconds. The inputs should be updated
between the two AOF triggers.
INPUTS
Due to the nature of the aFRR platform (near continuous), the inputs will have to be updated at every TSO
control cycle within the LFC area (between 1 and 10 seconds). The latest available inputs will always try to be
used for the optimisation, in order, to keep the algorithm as up to date as possible and therefore as relevant
for the FRCE to move towards zero. The AOF requires the following three inputs in order to successfully
optimise the operation of the aFRR platform, [22]:
-

Merged CMOLs: All bids in both directions (upward and downward) will be merged, including the
availability list of the aFRR balancing energy bids, in case some bids are momentarily unavailable
due to previous activations or expired validity period:

-

Available CZC: CZC will be updated throughout the operation of the aFRR platform. When
approaching the real time, the update of CZC will be no longer possible. Available CZC will also
present one of the constraints for the AOF;

-

TSO demands: Similarly to the mFRR platform AOF’s inputs, TSO demands are required for the
optimisation of demands against bids and the creation of cross-border power flows.

OBJECTIVES
The AOF will try to satisfy the objectives based on priority rules. When the objective with higher rank is
satisfied, and in case there are multiple variations that satisfy the higher rank objective, the next on rank
objective will be taken into account. There are four objectives present in the operation of the AOF and all of
them are briefly presented below, [18]:
-

Maximise satisfaction of the aFRR demand of individual LFC areas: The first objective is strongly
dependent on controlling the FRCE towards zero. The TSOs will all be granted full access to the
CMOL. As much aFRR bids should be activated as required to regulate the FRCE towards zero.
Until all aFRR demands are satisfied, the objective is not fulfilled;

-

Minimise the volume of the selected standard aFRR balancing energy product bids: In case
there are multiple instances of activation where all aFRR demands are satisfied, the next
objective should be considered and netting of the aFRR demands should be taken into account.
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Where possible and if not affecting the amount of satisfied demands, netting of the aFRR
demands should take place. If the amount of satisfied demands is not affected, the objective is
not satisfied until all of the aFRR demands are netted;
-

Maximise the economic surplus: The third objective is related to activating the most economic
set of bids. Even the first objective will first use bids from the top of the CMOL, meaning that the
most economical bids will be used first. In case all of the aFRR demands are satisfied and all of
them are netted against each other, the cross-border flows and requested activations should be
selected to minimise the costs of balancing;

-

Minimise the number of crossed borders and exchanged aFRR products: If all of the above
objectives are satisfied, the operational security should be considered, meaning that the amount
of exchanged cross-border aFRR products should be minimised.

In case not all of the aFRR demands could be satisfied even if considering just the first objective, the TSOs are
not granted full access to the CMOL anymore. The TSOs will have priority for their local bids compared to the
rest of the TSOs.
CONSTRAINTS
The only constraint that will be submitted to the platform as an input is the available CZC. CZC is required for
all forms of cross-border activations and imbalance netting. In addition to the CZC availability, the AOF should
take into consideration the sum of activated bids, satisfied demands and cross-border exchanges. The sum
should be equal to zero for every LFC area.
OUTPUTS
The following outputs will be sent from the AOF to the relevant LFC areas of the TSOs, [18]:
-

The aFRR power exchange between the TSO borders: This AOF output could be used as an input
to the local FRCE adjustment process in every LFC area. In the output, all of the cross-border
power exchanges will be captured. The output will consist of setpoints for different BSP units.

For the TSO – TSO settlement purposes, a list of activated balancing energy bids should be stored, as well as
the cross-border volumes and cross-border marginal prices for each area without a congestion.
In the Table 11, the process of the AOF is summarised. The inputs needed for a successful operation of the
AOF, objectives of the AOF’s operation and its constraints are presented next to the results of the successful
cycle of the optimisation.
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Inputs

Objectives

Constraints

Merged
upward/downward
CMOLs
(Balancing
energy bids)

1.
Maximise
the Available CZC
amount of satisfied
aFRR demands, with
aFRR activations

List of activated balancing
energy bids

Available CZC

2.
Minimize
the
volume of activated
aFRR balancing energy
bids

Cross-border volumes and
cross-border
marginal
prices for the balancing
energy resulting from
activation of bids

The sum of activated
bids,
satisfied
demands, cross-border
exchanges is zero (for
every LFC area)

Demands from the TSOs 3.
Maximise
the
(activation requests for welfare for a given set
balancing energy bids)
of bids and demands

Results of the optimisation

Used CZC for each border

4.
Minimize
the
amount of aFRR power
exchange on each
border
between
bidding zones (LFC
areas)
Table 11: Inputs, objectives, constraints and outputs from the aFRR platform’s AOF

All demands are considered to be divisible. In case the balancing energy demands are higher than the
balancing energy bids and the bids are unable to satisfy all demands, the demands of all TSOs will be lowered
on a pro-rata basis. The TSOs that have provided the aFRR platform with more balancing energy bids than
demands will have all of their demands satisfied in full. The TSOs that have provided the aFRR platform with
more balancing energy demands that bids, will have only partially satisfied demands.

Cross-border marginal pricing
In the previous chapter about the mFRR platform, namely, subchapter 3.3.7 the cross-border marginal pricing
has been described in detail with examples for different situations that could arise. All of the principles
introduced in that chapter will remain the same for the aFRR platform and therefore, they will not be
repeated. The cross-border marginal price will be calculated for every uncongested area. The cross-border
marginal price will serve as an input to the TSO – TSO settlement and TSO – BSP settlement.

Measurement of energies within aFRP
Brief description and main functionalities
Herewith are presented the main principles for measuring the energy used in the active frequency-power
secondary regulation (aFRR) by its components:
-

UPAFR - "Balancing Energy for upward aFRR";

-

DWAFR - "Balancing Energy for downward aFRR”.

The main idea in the proposed solution is based on the measurement of energy using one-minute load
profiles, recorded in metrology meters, to measure the energy used in the aFRP frequency-power control (fP). Increased accuracy and metrology principles will increase BSP’s confidence, improving fairness and
transparency in the measurement of these services, following a transparent competition that will lead to the
development and maturity of the balancing market and, implicitly, to increased consumer safety.
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3.5.1.1

From aFRR active power reserve, to balancing energies under aFRP

Within the technological ancillary services, the most important ones are those related to the "Active Power
Reserves", which distinguish the "aFRR of Active Power", by its parameters "aFRR Regulation Band" (BRS) and
"Halfband Regulation".
This proposed solution deals with methods for determining UPAFR - "Balancing Energy for upward aFRR" and
DWAFR- "Balancing Energy for downward aFRR" used for aFRP.
The following issues are presented in this proposed application:
-

The possibility to use as low as possible (in our case the one-minute load profiles) baseline energy
meter for measuring UPAFR and DWAFR in aFRP;

-

The ability to define and monitor the quality of service provided (aFRP) using the metrological
devices (energy meters).

The Figure 15 represents an operating case for an assumed generator considered to supply balancing
energies. As a general approach, we consider that this generator is available to provide both mFRR and aFRR.
It is visible that within first 15 minutes, the generator is operating around the Pop(T1) level of 80MW. Then
the generator receives a dispatch order for mFRR mobilisation and at minute 15 is moving to another
operating position with Pop(T2) at 100MW. In both cases, the generator also receives regulating impulses for
aFRR and its generation goes upward and downward around Pop. The generator is injecting upward and
downward active energy (UPAFR and DWAFR) with a dedicated band for aFRP adjustment f-P, aFRP = 60 MW,
and these energies above Pop and below Pop are subsequently aggregated for determination of the activated
energies. The real generated active power Pnet evolves within the range of aFRP based on ordered value
(Pcons), for each moment during each 1 hour dispatch interval (1 hour is our case example but dispatch interval
can be also 15 min or 30 min). All areas above Pop (T) are integrated to calculate UPAFR within the dispatch
interval and correspond to the sum of A02 + A04 + A06 + A08 + A10. Accordingly, all areas below Pop (T) are
integrated for DWAFR calculation over the same dispatch interval and correspond to the sum A01 + A03 +
A05 + A7 + A09.
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Figure 15: Examples of measurement of aFRP control services

Within the aFRP control service, the following values are measured:
-

The adjustment band (ancillary service as reserve of active power) made available by the BSP
over the given time period, which is the integral over time of the available adjustment range. For
a constant value of regulation band within the given time interval, the quantity of "regulating
band" is equal to the area of the rectangle surface Power band x Time and is measured in hMW
(we will use this equivalent measurement unit to avoid confusion with the real energy produced
for balancing). Thus, a 24MW band provided for a full hour would produce 24 x 1h = 24 hMW.

-

The energies generated during the aFRP, separated for the upward and downward around Pop,
i.e. UPAFR and DWAFR, (Figure 15). The point of operation of the generator Pop is determined by
the Approved Notified Power (Pna) and Dispatcher Order (DD) as follows: Pop (T) = Pna (T) + DD (T).
Beside this, the regulating impulse is ordering upward or downward energies.

General process of the aFRP energies measurement
3.5.2.1

Measuring energy on the balancing market - the current method.

According to the Commercial Code (i.e. Romanian), the measurement of the energies mobilized for aFRP in
the balancing market is centralized in the EMS/SCADA system, actually measuring the "demand for energy"
(control order). See Figure 16 . At European level, the measurement of the energies mobilized in the balancing
market can be done both by measuring the "order for balancing energy" or by measuring the "actually
delivered balancing energy".
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Figure 16: Exchange of data between TSO, Balancing Market and Dispatch Unit for Measurement by EMS/SCADA

Real-time automated calculation is performed by the central frequency-power aFRR control (by EMS-SCADA
- AGC (Automatic Generation Control)) for each dispatched unit operating in aFRR control, simultaneously
with the issuing of the Adjustment. In Figure 17 shows the variation curves of: regulating order, ordered
generator output, real generator output (best that could be obtained) and associated regulating power in
upward and downward directions:

Figure 17: Power values in the aFRR control f-P

In Figure 17 the errors introduced by the balancing energy measurement method can be sensed by
"integrating the control order" (green curve) instead of measuring the real produced energies (violet curve),
the error level being proportional to the areas between the green curve and the violet curve.
3.5.2.2

Measuring energy on the balancing market - the proposed method.

The proposed solution configuration to measure energies within aFRP is based on the usage of a metrological
meter with one-minute profiles and one associated SW platform.
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Figure 18: Proposed solution configuration to measure energies within aFRP, by meter

The proposal in Figure 18 presents such a solution for the measurement of aFRP regulation energies, which
is much more accurate and more realistic compared to the solutions currently used, as long as it would
measure the real energies and not the ordered energies.
3.5.2.3

Comparison between current method and proposed method

Within the research activity, an application was developed for modelling the measurement process using
three different measuring methods; by means of an ideal (reference) meter, by EMS/SCADA, and using a
metrological meter (Figure 19). Input data were based on control orders taken from real dispatch activity.
The same application then is evaluating the precision (calculation of errors) for each method used, as well as
a comparison of methods so that the advantages and disadvantages of each of them can be concluded. From
the calculations, it results that the measurement errors of the balancing energies (within aFRP) with
metrological meters for UPAFR and DWAFR can be significantly lower than the errors obtained by the current
solutions. For the analysis, it was considered a full day (24 dispatching intervals) of operation with the
representative evolution of the OR (t) control order in a power system.
The comparison is illustrated under Figure 19 where appropriate devices and values are explained.
3.5.2.3.1 The ideal method of measuring UPAFR and DWAFR by means of a reference meter mounted
at the generator terminals
With sampling of 2 seconds, the calculation relations for the sizes UPAFRIdeal and DWAFRIdeal are:
1

𝑈𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁 ∑𝑡 (𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 (𝑡) − 𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑡)) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , for Pnet(t)>Pop(t)
1

𝐷𝑊𝐴𝐹𝑅𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙 = 𝑁 ∑𝑡 (𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑡) − 𝑃𝑛𝑒𝑡 (𝑡)) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , for Pnet(t) ≤ Pop(t)

(1)
(2)

where:
-

Pnet is the real on-line active power measured at the generator terminals;
Pop – Operating active power. As notified and dispatch ordered at t;
Crs - control binary signal of controller f-P (aFRR adjustment);
N - number of 1 hour intervals = 3,600 / 2 = 1,800 intervals;
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-

1 / N - Δt expressed in hours (sampling interval, ie 2 seconds or 1/1800 hours).

3.5.2.3.2 Traditional calculation method of UPAFR and DWAFR as service ordered by EMS / SCADA at
TSO level (after the control order)
Calculation of UPAFR1 and DWAFR1 by EMS/SCADA, is based on:
𝑈𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅1 =

1
𝑁
1

∑𝑡

𝑂𝑅(𝑡)−50
∗
100

𝐷𝑊𝐴𝐹𝑅1 = 𝑁 ∑𝑡

50−𝑂𝑅(𝑡)
100

𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑇) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(𝑡), for OR(t)>50

(3)

∗ 𝐵𝑅𝑆(𝑇) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(𝑡) , for OR(t) ≤50

(4)

where:
-

OR is the control order f-P within aFRP, with values ranging from 0 to 100;

-

BRS (T) – the aFRP regulation band for the f-P adjustment at the T range.

3.5.2.3.3 Calculation method of UPAFR and DWAFR, based on the metrological meter
The metrological meter provides the record of the net active energy value for every minute in a one-minute
profile curve (LP). For the UPAFR and DWAFR sizes, the profile curves per minute (1min LP) are used, given
by the relationships UPAFR2 is DWAFR2:
1

𝑈𝑃𝐴𝐹𝑅2 = ∑𝑖 (𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡1𝑚 (𝑖) − 𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑖) ∗ 𝑁) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(i), for Enet1m(i)>Pop(i) /N
1

𝐷𝑊𝐴𝐹𝑅2 = ∑𝑖 (𝑃𝑜𝑝 (𝑖) ∗ 𝑁 − 𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑡1𝑚 (𝑖)) ∗ 𝐶𝑟𝑠(𝑖) , for Enet1m(i)≤Pop(i)/N

(5)
(6)

where:
-

Enet1m (i) is the real energy per minute and recorded in the one minute profile;

-

1 / N – Δt expressed in hours (sampling interval, ie one minute or 1/60 hours)

Figure 19: Calculation of the balancing energies using two technical methods (current method and proposed method) and an
ideal one with a reference meter mounted at generator terminals

3.5.2.4

Results of the measurement energies by the existing and proposed methods
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After the calculations for one day with the control order CO (t), we determine: Traditional method (EMS),
UPAFR1 and DWAFR1 calculation error using relations (1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 8) and calculation error based on the
proposed method (metrological meter) UPAFR2 and DWAFR2 with relations (1, 2, 5, 6, 9 and 10). Each of the
results is compared to the results obtained by the ideal UPAFRIdeal and DWAFRIdeal method. Calculation
formulas for relative errors are:
𝐸𝑟𝑟_1 (𝐸𝑀𝑆) =
𝐸𝑟𝑟_1 (𝐸𝑀𝑆) =

𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅1 −𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅1
𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅1 −𝐴𝐹𝑅𝑥𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒.𝑒𝑟𝑟

𝐸𝑟𝑟_2 (1𝑀𝑖𝑛_𝐿𝑃) =
𝐸𝑟𝑟_2 (1𝑀𝑖𝑛_𝐿𝑃) =

, if xAFR1 > Pbase.err

(7)

, if xAFR1 ≤ Pbase.err

(8)

𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅2 −𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅2

𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅2 −𝑥𝐴𝐹𝑅𝐼𝑑𝑒𝑎𝑙
𝑃𝑏𝑎𝑠𝑒.𝑒𝑟𝑟

, if xAFR2 > Pbase.err

, if xAFR2 ≤ Pbase.err

(9)
(10)

Where: xAFR represents the notation for UPAFR and DWAFR. Relative errors were calculated against a
baseline bandwidth reference, called base power for error computation and denoted: Pbase.err.
Thus, the level of use of upward and downward semi bands by increased and decrease delivered energy
(UPAFR, DWAFR) was in the range of values:
-

19.22% - 28.34% for upward regulation;

-

22.33% - 26.07% for downward regulation.

On the basis of these findings, the average use level Pbase.err = 30% of the semi-band (both upward and
downward half-segments) was used as follows:
-

Above these limits, errors are calculated relative to UPAFR, DWAFR (error is relative to value).

-

Below these limits, absolute errors are calculated and reported to Pbase.err.

The error was calculated within each of the dispatch intervals of a selected day and the following values were
obtained:
For the EMS/SCADA (Order Service Calculation) control method, errors between UPAFR1 and DWAFR1
compared to UPAFRIdeal and DWAFRIdeal are in accordance with the graphs in Figure 20 (left) and Figure 20
(right). Errors are detected by the traditional calculation method of UPAFR1 and DWAFR1 (by EMS/SCADA),
up to 4% for "fast" generators and up to 10% for "slow" generators. The measurement error is even greater
as the generator is "slower", or the lower the generator setting ramp.

Figure 20: xAFR1 (OTS-EMS/SCADA) measurement error. Measurement error for fast generators with ΔP/min = 32 MW/min
(left) and Measuring error for slow generators, ΔP/min = 16 MW/min (right)

For the proposed measurement method, using a metrological meter, errors between UPAFR2 and DWAFR2
compared to the ideal UPAFRIdeal and DWAFRIdeal calculation are in accordance with the graphs shown in
Figure 21 (left) and Figure 21 (right). Both run under the conditions of a 80 MW f-P regulation band.
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Figure 21: xAFR2 (1 minute meter) measurement error. Measurement error for fast generators with ΔP / min = 32

MW / min (left) and measuring error for slow generators, ΔP / min = 16 MW / min (right)

From the presented results, errors are observed by the calculation method of UPAFR2 and DWAFR2 based on
the metrological meter, up to 0.6% for "fast" generators and up to 0.5% for "slow" generators.
The main conclusion is that the measurement error by the proposed method is one order smaller than the
classical method. The second conclusion is that there is no difference in error due to the generator control
ramp.
- The traditional method for UPAFR and DWAFR calculation at the EMS / SCADA level of the TSO, according
to the ordered service, has errors of up to 3.4% and in 10% of cases there are errors greater than 2% (Figure
20 - left) ;
- In the moderate speed groups with ΔP / min = 16 MW / min, the traditional calculation of UPAFR and DWAFR
through EMS / SCADA has higher errors: up to 10% and 14% of values have errors above 2%;
- In the calculation of UPAFR and DWAFR based on the proposed method (using meters with one minute
active energy profiles), the errors of the method compared to the ideal calculation are up to 0.62%, for fast
generators (Figure 21 - left) and up to a maximum of 0.51%, for slow generators (Figure 21 - right).
- The proposed method for UPAFR and DWAFR calculation (xAFR2, calculation) based on one minute profiles)
leads to stable and small errors (less than 1%) in all the studied situations. That makes the main result as the
achievement of a significantly improved accuracy of the UPAFR and DWAFR measurement by the
metrological meters proposed, compared to the current solution based on EMS/SCADA measurements. The
highest errors in the proposed solution are below 1%, compared to 10% in the current solution (so errors of
at least 10 times better in terms of accuracy). Therefore, the most important advantage of this method is the
significant increase of accuracy by measuring such energy (by reducing measurement errors for a size order).
- Both products (energy delivered in pre-balancing markets and balancing energy - on the balancing market)
can be measured with the same energy meter, providing a unitary approach and a clear picture of the energy
flow (Figure 22). That means measuring both energies on the energy markets; before operating day (BCCM,
DAM and IM) and within the operating day (balancing market), with the same metrological meter, which
leads to the exact closure of energy balances on the different markets for each dispatchable period.
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Figure 22: The perfect closure of energies from different stages of the market on the metrological meter
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Parameters of the standard application
3.5.3.1

PARAMETERS OF THE STANDARD PROCESS

Type of order

Upward/Downward

Minimum quantity

1 kWh

Bid granularity

1 kWh

Maximum quantity

9.999 MWh

Integrating period
measurement

for 1min

Min process length

15min

Max process length

NA

Start time of the process

Start time

End time of the process

End time

Divisibility

Divisible/indivisible

Location

LFC area of the offer

Price

€/MWh

Type of activation

Automatic by impulses
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4

Relevant AM product characteristics
Set of harmonized rules and enhanced participation of flexibility assets for wholesale and
ancillary market platforms

The solutions presented in CROSSBOW’s WP10, propose a minimal set of harmonised rules with the main
goal of making a non-discriminatory and transparent cross-border wholesale and balancing energy markets.
The harmonised rules include: Standard products, relevant timeframes (GCT), pricing and settlement, while
enabling market participants to trade as close to real time as possible.
The standardisation of the products that are being traded on the wholesale and ancillary market platforms
could increase competition and liquidity on a cross-border level. Having equal products and having similar
required parameters in the region could enable participating BSP from different countries to offer their
balancing and wholesale products to a broader list of market participants.
Additionally, the participation of flexibility assets (including storage, demand response, etc.) as well as RES
could increase as the level of standardisation increases. Especially, trading on the ID platform, could increase
the participation of flexibility assets due to the ability to compare the ID platform’s continuous market prices
with their usually lower marginal cost, compared to the traditional power plants. Storage providers could
increase their participation on the market on the principle of price arbitrage and purchase energy when the
price is low and sell it when the price gets higher. On the mFRR platform, shorter required FAT parameters
(12.5 minutes for mFRR and 7.5 minutes for aFRR) could help units with faster responses, such as storage
units, to participate and increase competition, as well as help TSOs to move the FRCE towards zero.
Having the same relevant timeframes and GCT for all products could enable a level playing field and, in turn,
help to increase the efficiency of cross-border trading. The level of harmonisation could increase gradually,
as well as having an expanded set of harmonized rules.
In Figure 23 the basic timeframes and GCT are presented for the ID platform, mFRR platform and the aFRR
platform. As written in the EU regulation [15], the balancing GCT, should not be before the intraday crosszonal GCT, as also seen in Figure 23.

18 CET ...

T-1h

T-45

T-30
T-25

Cross-zonal ID GCT

T-15

T

T-10

ID exchange

ID GCT

BSP GCT

TSO GCT

BSP GCT

TSO GCT

Activation
mFRR exchange
aFRR activation
& exchange

Figure 23: Timeframes for the ID platform, mFRR platform and aFRR platform
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Characteristics of the Measurement of energies within aFRP
The characteristics in the proposed solution are based on the usage of one-minute load profiles for the
measurement of energies, recorded in the metrology meters, to measure the energies in the aFRR frequencypower control (f-P). The main characteristics are those related to standard meters with possibility of profiling
at least for one minute.
Type of method

By use of energy meter

Participants

TSOs (including BMO) and BSPs

Predefined procedure

Y

Period for measurement

Each dispatch period (15min, 30min, 1h)

Period of segregated integration

1 min

Measuring granularity

1 kWh

When does the measurement take place

Every day of the year

Direction of the measurement

Upward/Downward

Activation type

Impulses from regulator

Upward rate

No limit

Downward rate

No limit

Mode of activation

Automatic
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5

Technical specifications
Technical specifications of the CROSSBOW Trading platform (ID platform and mFRR platform)
Software architecture

The CROSSBOW Trading platform architecture is based on a Distributed Ledger Technology (DLT). This brings
new possibilities for the deployment of the platform - in a decentralized way without a central authority
managing and holding the control over the whole platform. Instead, the platform is managed and sustained
by the network participants.

Figure 24: CROSSBOW Trading platform architecture

Figure 24 presents the architecture of the components deployed in the network of the participant
organization. On the right part of the figure, the DLT network component (Network node) is presented. The
Network node is connected to the Network nodes of the other participants together forming a business
network. The Network node is comprised of multiple components that handle the blockchain part of the
application – execution of smart contracts and blockchain storage (ledger). The communication between the
network nodes is based on gRPC protocol (google Remote Procedure Call).
The composer-rest-server exposes the REST API through which the integration layer of the platform,
implemented as the UI API and CROSSBOW Trading Platform integration API, can access the business logic –
smart contracts, and data stored on the blockchain. The communication between the composer-rest-server
and the network node is based on the gRPC protocol while the communication with the integration layer is
based on the HTTP(S) protocol. All communication is performed over encrypted channel – TLS protocol.
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On top of the composer-rest-server, there are two integration microservices: CROSSBOW Trading Platform
integration API, and UI API. The CROSSBOW Trading Platform integration API exposed a REST API that uses a
standard data model (ERRP – ENTSO-E Reserve Resource Process). The integration API is intended for the
external products and systems of the market participants (TSOs). The standard data model is used minimize
the effort required on the side of the external platforms to integrate with the trading platform as no custom
data model is used. The UI API is an internal API used solely by the User Interface of the CROSSBOW Trading
Platform. Both integration APIs implement the transformation and validation logic of the input data.
The CROSSBOW Trading platform provides the web base UI which is used by the market participants to
manage and access the trading platform. The UI is implemented using Angular Framework and runs in the
web browser. On the other hand, the external system can be any application which is able to communicate
using the HTTP(s) protocol. Every participant hosts the user interface within the organization – there is no
central server hosting and service the web application.
Finally, an authorization and authentication server is used to secure the endpoints of the UI API, CROSSBOW
Trading Platform integration API and Web Based UI using the OIDC protocol (OpenID Connect based on OAuth
2.0). The authorization and authentication server allows each organization to manage the users (the
employees) who have the right to access the Trading Platform within the organization. The roles managed
on the authorization server enable organizations to limit the functionalities and the responsibilities on the
platform to multiple employees. The authentication and the role of the organization within the CROSSBOW
Trading platform is assigned to the certificate owned by the organization. The certificate and the role of the
organization are defined upon the registration to the CROSSBOW Trading platform by platform operators
when they confirm the registration.
With described approach each organization can manage the users who will have the access to the platform
while the users are completely invisible to other participants within the business network.
All of the components presented in the architecture are located and deployed within the network of the
market participant. Each market participants hosts and deploys the components shown in Figure 24. This
deployment approach makes the platform decentralized and resilient to outages of one or multiple other
participants in the business network. The outages only effect the participants that failed while other
participants can continue using the platform. In contract, the outage of the centralized platform would affect
all the participants.

5.1.1.1

Software architecture – registration service

The CROSSBOW Trading Platform also includes a Registration service responsible for the enrolment and
onboarding of new business network participants. The enrolment to the Trading platform is based on multistep registration process.
In the first step, the representative of the organization has to submit the registration form containing the
details about the organization. This is provided through the CROSSBOW Trading Platform User Interface. The
representative submits the information to the Trading platform registration service. At this point the
registration service creates a new participant in the Identity Registry of the Trading platform business
network. After identity is create, all participants on the platform with the role of “Platform manager” receive
a notification with new registration.
The next step of the registration is the confirmation of registration request by existing platform managers.
Each participant with the role of “Platform manager” is able to submit “Approve” or “Reject” vote. The voting
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process is open for 24 hours after the registration was submitted. After 24 hours, the Registration service
triggers the approval smart contract which validate and processes the vote results. With registration approval
process based on the smart contract, all participants of the business network are aware of the rules and the
approval process for joining the platform. As the execution of approval smart contract is decentralized there
is no single entity dictating who is able to access the platform. The rules of the approval smart contract are
defined in chapter 5.1.5.1.
Finally, to grant new participant access to interact with the business network, an identity document (SSL
Certificate) must be issued. The identity document is issued through the registration service when the
approval smart contract confirms the registration of the participant. After the identity document is installed
into the platform components, the participant can interact with the business network.
Figure 25 shows the architecture of the Registration service. The core component of the Registration service
is the registration API (REST) that provides endpoints enabling registration functionality to the CROSSBOW
Trading Platform UI. The connection between the UI and the Registration platform is based on the HTTP(S)
protocol. Registration API implements integration logic with the composer-rest-server that enables
interaction with the blockchain business network (to create new participant in the Identity Registry and to
trigger the approval smart contract).

Figure 25: CROSSBOW Trading Platform registration service
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Packaging and Deployment
The CROSSBOW Trading platform components are all packaged as Docker images and can be deployed as
Docker containers. All components, except for the blockchain network node, can be horizontally scaled. To
simplify the deployment of the platform, we use Docker Composer which allows the configuration of set
services (components) that are deployed with a single command.
Technology

Description

Version

Docker

Docker container runtime

18.06

Docker compose

Tool for defining and running multi-container Docker applications

3.7

Table 12: Packaging and deployment technologies

Technologies used
CROSSBOW Trading Platform is based on state-of-the-art and open-source technologies. The solution is
based on multi-layered software architecture pattern where each layer is allocated with its own
responsibilities. The multi-layered architecture allows the implementation of loosely coupled components
that can be updated independently. Furthermore, we can replace the technologies used in some layer and
provide the same functionalities without the need to update other layers.
The combination of technologies and the architecture of the solution defines how the software can be
deployed. One major difference in comparison to the classic cloud applications, is the use of distributed
ledger. The distributed ledger allows us to deploy the application in a decentralized way – where each of the
participants deploys all of the components of the platform on their own infrastructure. Applications deployed
in such a way are more resilient to the failures as there is no central point that could potentially cause the
outage of the whole platform. Instead, if any of the component fails, other participants will not be affected
by the downtime. Furthermore, distributed ledger technology provides a higher level of security as the
records stored on the ledger are replicated across all the nodes in the network. The bigger the network the
harder it is to temper the data stored in the ledger.
This chapter describes the responsibilities and technologies used by the individual layer of the software
solution. Namely, the platform is divided into following layers:
-

Presentation layer – the user interface handling the interactions with the end user.

-

Integration layer – interface handling the communication between the frontend - presentation layer
and external client applications, and backend – smart contracts and persistence layer.

-

Smart contract layer – implements the core business logic which is executed in a decentralized way.

-

Persistence layer – responsible for storing the application’s data using DLT (Decentralized Ledger
Technology).
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Figure 26: CROSSBOW Trading platform multi-layered architecture

5.1.3.1

Presentation layer

Presentation layer is responsible for serving the information to the end user of the platform. Presentation
layer is implemented as a single page web application using the combination of the following technologies
and frameworks: HTML5 (Hypertext Mark-up Language), Angular, TypeScript and Sass (Syntactically
Awesome Style Sheets). The web user interface is based on mobile first and responsive web design that
supports all platforms – desktops, smartphones and tablets.
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Every view of the user interface is implemented as Angular component comprised of:
-

The view – implemented using HTML5;

-

Style – implemented using scss (Sass), and;

-

View logic – implemented using typescript.

The HTML5 is used for the implementation of the view components like labels, input fields and buttons. The
styling of the views is implemented using Sass. For more efficient development of the UI views we are using
Bulma CSS framework.
To make UI views dynamic the application logic is developed using the Angular 8 web application framework.
The application logic is responsible for validation of data entered by user, and transferring the data between
the UI and the backend (integration, smart contract and persistence layer), through the REST API. The
application logic is also responsible for layout modifications. The application logic can be divided into two
parts – view controllers, and services. The view controllers are responsible for managing the data entered on
the view and data shown on the view. In most cases the logic takes care of the validation and preparation of
the data for the view. The data is usually communicated with another component called service. Services
typically implement the logic shared by multiple view controllers and takes care of the communication with
the server side of the application (called the backend which is accessed through the REST API).
The presentation layer is packaged and deployed as Docker container.
5.1.3.1.1 Overview of the technologies
The following table lists the technologies of the presentation layer together with the latest versions at the
time of writing. The versions used in the final version of the implementation may differ.
Technology

Description

Version

Angular

JavaScript (TypeScript) web framework

8.0.2

Bulma

CSS framework based on Flexbox

0.7.5

Angular material

Material design components for Angular

8.0.2

Node.js

JavaScript runtime

10.16.0

Sass

CSS extension language

1.19.0

Table 13: List of technologies for the presentation layer

5.1.3.2

Integration layer

The integration layer exposes the business logic of the smart contracts and data stored in the distributed
ledger. The main technology used to implement the integration layer interface are RESTful web services. The
integration layer is comprised of two APIs: first API is used by the frontend application – User Interface;
second API is used for the integration of the platform with the external applications and systems.
The main responsibility of the integration layer is to expose data and functionalities of the business logic and
persistence layer to the external components. Since the external components can have different
requirements for data models, security and scope of the functionalities, multiple APIs are used to expose the
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integration logic. The APIs are implemented as microservices using KumuluzEE (based on JavaEE) framework.
The integration logic therefore defines the external data model and takes care of the transformation from
the external data model to the internal data model (and vice versa) of the platform used by the business logic
and persistence layer.
Each API of the integration layer is packaged and deployed as a microservice running in Docker container.
The integration API (CROSSBOW Trading Platform Integration API) is specified in appendix of this document.
5.1.3.2.1 Overview of the technologies
The following table lists the technologies of the integration layer together with the latest versions at the time
of writing. The versions used in the final version of the implementation may differ.
Technology

Description

Version

KumuluzEE

JavaEE microservice framework

3.5.0

Java

Programming language

11

Table 14: List of technologies for the integration layer

5.1.3.3

Smart contract layer

The smart contract layer, together with the persistence layer, form the core of the decentralized CROSSBOW
Trading platform. The smart contract layer defines the business logic that generates new facts that are added
to the ledger (persistence layer). The smart logic is implemented as a chaincode on the Hyperledger Fabric.
The chaincode is used to group multiple smart contracts for deployment.
Before the participants on the trading platform can transact with each other, we must define a common set
of contracts that cover the common terms, data, rules, concept definitions, and processes. The contracts
define the business model that govern the interactions between transacting parties. Using DTL we can
implement these contracts as executable programs know as smart contracts. The smart contract defines the
transaction logic that controls the lifecycle of a business object contained in the world state.
The smart contracts are executed by multiple nodes in the decentralized network. In decentralized network,
each node stores the copy of the ledger. This means each node can execute the logic of the smart contract
and validate the outcome of the proposed transaction (implemented in the smart contract). If the majority
of the nodes in the network reach the same outcome of the proposed transaction, the network nodes
reached the consensus. When consensus is reached the transaction is added to the ledger.
In the scope of the CROSSBOW Trading Platform, the smart contracts implement the logic to transact the
core assets such as energy, money/cash, etc. The code of the smart contracts validates if the proposed
transaction can be executed, if all the conditions are met, the transaction is confirmed. If we simplify the
exchange of the energy on intraday continuous market the code of the smart contract validates if the owner
of the asset can actually sell the asset (energy), i.e. he actually owns the energy, and on the other hand, does
the buyer of the energy have the asset (money) to buy the product from the seller. Furthermore the smart
contract has to validate if the CZC (Cross-zonal capacity) allows the exchange of the energy (is there enough
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capacity along the path from the seller to the buyer). If the smart contract executes successfully the smart
contract code transfers the energy asset from seller to the buyer, and money asset from the buyer to the
seller.
In the scope of this project, the Hyperledger Fabric is used to build decentralized network where participants
of the network are participants of the trading platform. The Hyperledger Fabric provides a Distributed Ledger
Technology that provides a smart contract execution engine and distributed ledger that is used to store the
world state updated by the smart contract logic.
Finally, the Hyperledger Composer development toolset and framework is used to develop the blockchain
application. Hyperledger Composer simplifies the development of blockchain applications and allows us to
model the blockchain network and integrate it with the external systems. When business network is deployed
the Hyperledger Composer is used to generate the REST API that allows us to interact with the blockchain
(get, create, update, delete current state of the business objects (assets) and create transaction records).
Hyperledger Composer REST API enables the connection between the integration layer and smart contract
layer.
5.1.3.3.1 Overview of the technologies
The following table lists the technologies of the smart contract layer together with the latest versions at the
time of writing. The versions used in the final version of the implementation may differ.
Technology

Description

Version

Hyperledger
Composer
Hyperledger
Fabric

An extensive, open development toolset and framework for
developing blockchain applications.
Blockchain framework implementation (DLT, Smart Contract
engine).

0.20.8
1.4.2

Table 15: List of technologies for smart contract layer

5.1.3.4

Persistence layer

The persistence layer is responsible for storing the data of the platform. In the case of CROSSBOW Trading
Platform the data is stored on a distributed ledger. The distributed ledger immutably records transactions
which update states in a ledger. A smart contract programmatically accesses two distinct parts of the ledger:
blockchain, which immutably stores the history of all transactions, and word state that holds the cache of the
current value of these states.
Smart contracts primarily get, put and delete states in the world state and query the immutable blockchain
store of transactions. The operation get typically represents a query to obtain the current state of the
business object. The operation put creates a new or modifies an existing business object in the ledger world
state. Finally, the delete operation represents the removal of the business object form the current world
state, but not its history.
The CROSSBOW Trading platform stores the following states in the ledger:
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-

Market – markets available on the trading platform (intraday continuous and mFRR).

-

Market products – products that can be traded on the market.

-

CZC – Cross-zonal capacities.

-

Market Participant – Object identifying the market participant.

-

Energy – Asset representing the energy.

-

Cash – Asset representing the money.

-

Orders – Asset representing the bid order.

Technology

Description

Version

Hyperledger
Fabric

Blockchain framework implementation (DLT, Smart Contract
engine).

1.4.2

Table 16: List of technologies for persistence layer

CROSSBOW Trading platform functionalities
The CROSSBOW Trading platform provides the core set of functionalities common to all energy trading
platforms that will allow us to demonstrate new principals for the development, deployment and operation
of such platform based on DLT. The platform is divided into two parts: the CROSSBOW Trading platform
integration API, and the CROSSBOW Trading platform UI.
In the real world scenarios, the energy trading platforms typically provide an integration APIs through which
the orders are submitted to the platform. The APIs allow submission of bulk orders through the automated
systems. This way the trading throughput of the platform is very high, since the trading is automated with
the use of algorithms (high-frequency trading). In the scope of CROSSBOW Trading platform integration API
we will demonstrate how the integration APIs can be decentralized by the utilization of the DLT. The
specification of the integration API is provided in the appendix document.
The subject of this chapter, however, is to specify the CROSSBOW Trading platform UI which provisions the
functionalities enabling the insights into the trading and some additional functionalities enabling the
demonstration of platform use, such as platform enrolment (registration), authentication, management of
assets, trading, and administration.
Trading platform functionalities:
-

-

Onboarding:
o

Registration

o

Authentication and login

Administration:
o

Management of participants

o

Management of markets

-

Market enrolment

-

Trading:
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-

-

o

Intraday continuous energy market

o

mFRR – Manual Frequency Restoration market

Asset management:
o

Money assets

o

Energy assets

o

Orders

o

Trades

Cross-zonal capacities

The following chapters present and describe each functionality together with the supported process flows
with details for the implementation.

5.1.4.1

Platform roles

The CROSSBOW Trading platforms defines two main platform roles: Participant and Platform manager. The
organization joining to the business network can be assigned both roles.
Participant
The organization with the Participant role can access the following functionalities of the platform:
-

Onboarding:
o

Registration

o

Authentication and login

-

Market enrolment

-

Trading:

-

-

o

Intraday continuous energy market

o

mFRR – Manual Frequency Restoration market

Asset management:
o

Money assets

o

Energy assets

o

Orders

o

Trades

Cross-zonal capacities

Platform manager
The organization with the Platform manager role can access the following functionalities of the platform:
-

Onboarding:
o

Registration

o

Authentication and login
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-

Administration:
o

Management of participants

o

Management of markets

The role assignment process is built into the process of the registration. Based on the data provided during
the registration, the Registration service will assign the roles based on how the registering organisation
identifies itself. The rules for role assignment, implemented by registration service, are defined in table
below.
Organization type

Platform roles

TSO

Platform manager, Participant

BSP

Participant
Table 17: Role assignment rules

The registration service will assign the role the registration request before other Platform managers are asked
to vote on the registration and the smart contract for registration approval is executed.

5.1.4.2

Operating the platform

The platform will be operated by multiple participants. The minimal number of participants to run the
platform is one, however, this is only recommended for the development and testing environments. In
production, the platform should be deployed by multiple number of participants that establish business
network with multiple nodes, and by this build the required level of security for DLT to forge the immutable
ledger.

CROSSBOW Trading platform Onboarding
The Onboarding functionalities enable new participants to join the trading platform, and allow existing
participants to login into the platform.
The onboarding is therefore comprised of two functionalities: registration and login.
5.1.5.1

Registration

5.1.5.1.1 Description of the process
The CROSSBOW Trading platform will provide a public user interface enabling new participants to start the
registration process.
The first step of the registration process is the submission of the registration form where detailed information
about the organization is provided. The registration form is then submitted to the registration service which
will create a new participant object in the Identity Registry of the business network.
After participant object is created in the Identity Registry, other participants of the platform with the role
Platform manager will receive notification about the new registration.
The registration service will wait for 24 hours for Platform managers to submit the vote on new registration
confirmation. After 24 hours the registration service will trigger a registration approval smart contract that
will validate the votes and registration data.
The smart contract will implement the following rules for the approval or rejection:
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Action
Approve

Reject

Conditions
-

All required data is provided and valid in the registration form.
There is at least one Approve vote from an arbitrary Platform
manager.
There are less than two Reject votes.
There is no vote of any kind.
Not all data is provided and valid in the registration form.
There is no Approve vote.
There are at least two Reject votes from arbitrary Platform
managers.

Table 18: Registration approval smart contract rules

To incentivise the Platform managers on voting for registration confirmation, a disincentive mechanism will
be implanted. If the Platform manager will not participate in more than three consecutive votes, the Platform
manager role should be revoked.
After the registration is approved, the registration service will issue and deliver an identity document to the
registering participant.
Participant registering to the platform will be able to monitor the status of his registration request.
5.1.5.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Anonymous
(representative of the
registering organization)

Responsibilities
-

Submits the registration form.

Table 19: Roles and responsibilities - Registration

5.1.5.1.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the Registration.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Registration submission

Registering organization is able to access registration form
for which should be public. Representative of the
organization is able to submit registration data.
Representative should be able to see the status of
submitted registration.
Platform managers are able to submit the vote for open
registrations.

High

Registration submission
status view
Registration
confirmation voting

High
High

Table 20: Functional requirements - Registration

5.1.5.1.4 Wireframes
The registration process includes the following views:
Anonymous (representative of the registering organization):
Public home page of the application where new participant can access the Registration functionality.
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Figure 27: Registration - The home page with publicly accessible Registration button

The view with predefined Terms and conditions for participating on the CROSSBOW Trading platform.

Figure 28: Registration - Terms and conditions that have to be accepted upon registration by all participants

The registration form where organization details are provided by the organization representative.
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Figure 29: Registration - Company details form

5.1.5.2

Login

5.1.5.2.1 Description of the process
User with confirmed registration will be able to access end perform login into the platform. The login functionality will be available on the home screen of the CROSSBOW Trading platform UI after the registration is
confirmed and the identity document is issued to the new participant. When the participant installs the identity document, the login functionality is enabled on the user interface.
Each organization manages its own users through the organization’s Authorization server. This includes creating new users and also assigned predefined User Interface roles. The UI roles will be defined in the scope
of the UI implementation. This roles will allow organization to limit the actions organization users can perform on the trading platform (passive – only monitor the trading, or active – can submit new and edit existing
orders). The UI roles are limited with the role of the organization within the business network of the Trading
platform. The role on the business network specifies the functionalities and actions organization can perform
on the platform while the UI roles allow organizations to divide the responsibilities of the organization within
the business network to multiple individuals within the organization, where each has its own (sub)set of
responsibilities, e.g. someone is responsible for trading, while someone else is responsible for auditing.
Once the users are set in the Authorization server the Login can be performed. The authentication of the
users is based on the OAuth 2.0 (OIDC – OpenID Connect) protocol. The platform always validates the validity
of the identity document (installed into the application) and validity of the access token issued by the authorization server.
After successful login the user is redirected to the main navigation page where he can access the functionalities that require a user login.
5.1.5.2.2 Roles and responsibilities
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Role
Participant, Platform
manager (Registered
user)
Organization
administrator (IT person
in the organization)

Responsibilities
-

Performs the login.

-

Creates and manages users on the Authorization server.

Table 21: Roles and responsibilities - Login

5.1.5.2.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the Login.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Identity document
installation

When registration is confirmed the representative of the
organization receives and installs the identity document
into the platform components installed within the
organization.
Registered participant can access login form and perform a
login to access the protected functionalities.

High

Login

High

Table 22: Functional requirements - Login

5.1.5.2.4 Wireframes
The home page of the trading platform where user can access the Login.

Figure 30: Home page with Login

The login form where user enters the login credentials.
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Figure 31: Login form

The home page of the CROSSBOW Trading platform after the successful login (the participant role view).

Figure 32: Trading platform home screen after the successful login
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CROSSBOW Trading platform Administration
The administration functionalities enable the operation of the Trading platform. The operation includes management of the platform participants and management of the markets. The core purpose of the participant
management is the reach certain level of credibility of the participants operating on the platform, while the
core purpose of the market management is to provide a flexibility that allows instantiation of new markets
with new trading rules through the configuration.
5.1.6.1

Management of participants

5.1.6.1.1 Description of the process
Each participant with the role of Platform manager will be able to manage new registrations – vote for confirmation. The process is triggered after the registration is submitted by new participant and the registration
service creates a new participant object in the Identity Registry of business network. All Platform managers
will receive a notification about new registrations. The responsibility of the Platform managers will be to
submit a vote on the confirmation/rejection of the registration request. The process will enforce decentralized voting on confirmation and prevent single entity to have the control of the onboarding process.
The voting window will be open 24 hours after the registration submission, in this time the Platform managers are obligated to cast a vote – reject or accept. The vote is submitted through the UI form.
Any participant with the role of Platform manager is able to see the list of participants registered to the
CROSSBOW Trading platform.
5.1.6.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Platform manager

Responsibilities
-

Submits the vote on registration confirmation.

Table 23: Roles and responsibilities - Registration confirmation

5.1.6.1.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the management of new registrations.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

New registration
notification
Reg. confirmation vote
submission
Registration details

Platform manager receives notification on new and
pending registration requests.
Platform manager is able to access the list of pending
registrations and cast a vote.
Platform manager is able to see the organization details
provided in the registration together with the suggested
role.
Platform manager is able to access the list of all
participants registered to the platform.

High

List of registered
participants

High
High

High

Table 24: Functional requirements - Registration confirmation

5.1.6.1.4 Wireframes
Platform manager can access the view providing the functionalities for managing the participants.
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Figure 33: Manager participants administration view

List of pending registrations is available to logged in Platform manager.

Figure 34: List of pending registrations

By selecting a pending registration, the Platform manager is able to see the details of the organization registering to the platform.
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Figure 35: Pending registration details

Platform manager is also able to see all the participants already registered.

Figure 36: List of registered participants (confirmed)

By selecting a row, in the table the Platform manager is able to see the details of the participant.
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Figure 37: Details of the registered participant

5.1.6.2

Management of markets

5.1.6.2.1 Description of the process
The CROSSBOW Trading platform by design provides two types of the trading market: Continuous (for intraday wholesale energy trading), and CMOL - Common Merit Order List (for mFRR). Each market type defines
a specific process for trading with the set of rules and predefined products.
In the case of mFRR market, the market type is CMOL, and the parameters set upon the market creation
define the rules of trading together with the predefined products that can be traded on the market (e.g. 15
minute balancing energy products). The rules for trading specify the gate closure time, minimal quantity,
maximal quantity, minimal price, maximal price, supported order execution types. etc. Specified market rules
are taken into account by the platform and enforced during the actions performed by market participants
(order submission) during the trading.
The described approach provides the CROSSBOW Trading platform with the flexibility where new markets
can be added simply by creating a new market instance with a new rules (the trading process is defined by
the market type – i.e. CMOL or Continuous). CMOL market type can be used for trading with the balancing
energy for mFRR, or for trading with other products, such as battery storage where the process of trading is
the same, but different products and rules apply to the market.
The following paragraphs define the parameters of CMOL and Continuous market types.
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Parameters of the CMOL market type
Parameter name

Description

Required

Market opening time

The time at which the participants can start trading.

Yes

Bid granularity

The smallest unit of the product that can be bided.

Yes

Bid minimum quantity

Minimum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Bid maximum quantity

Maximum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Market period

Period at which the market takes place – one day.

Yes

Bid minimum price

Minimal price of bid.

Yes

Bid maximum price

Maximal price of bid.

Yes

Products

The list and details of the products traded on the market.

Yes

Table 25: CMOL market parameters

Parameters required to describe the products for the CMOL Markets
Parameter name

Description

Required

Product length

Yes

Minimum quantity

The time length of the product – 15 min, 30 min, 1
hour.
Minimum quantity for the product in bid.

Maximum quantity

Maximum quantity for the product in bid.

Yes

Closing time (GCT)

The closing time at which the submission of orders for
the product closes.

Yes

Yes

Table 26: CMOL product description parameters

Parameters of the Continuous market type
Parameter name

Description

Required

Market opening time

The time at which the participants can start trading.

Yes

Bid granularity

The smallest unit of the product that can be bided.

Yes

Bid minimum quantity

Minimum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Bid maximum quantity

Maximum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Market period

Period at which the market takes place – one day.

Yes

Bid minimum price

Minimal price of bid.

Yes

Bid maximum price

Maximal price of bid.

Yes

Products

The list and details of the products traded on the market.

Yes

Table 27: Continuous market parameters
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Parameters to describe the products on the Continuous market
Parameter name

Description

Required

Product length

The length of the product – 15 min, 30 min, 1 hour.

Yes

Order type

Order execution type – None (normal order).

Yes

Minimum quantity

Minimum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Maximum quantity

Maximum amount of the asset in the bid.

Yes

Table 28: Parameters to describe products on continuous market

5.1.6.2.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Platform manager

Responsibilities
-

Defines new markets and activates them so the participants can
enrol.

Table 29: Roles and responsibilities - Management of markets

5.1.6.2.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the management of markets.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

List of markets

Platform manager is able to access the list of markets
currently defined on the trading platform together with
the market status.
Platform manager is able to see the details of all markets
defined on the trading platform.
Market participant is able to create and define new market
with trading rules and products.
Platform manager is able to activate the market. The
activation allows registered participants to enrol to the
market and start trading.

High

Existing market details
Creating new market
Activating market

High
High
High

Table 30: Functional requirements - Management of markets

5.1.6.2.4 Wireframes
The administration view where Manage Markets functionality can be accessed.
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Figure 38: Administration home page where Manage Markets can be accessed

The Manage Markets view provides a list of markets defined on the platform and functionality to add new
market.

Figure 39: List of markets defined on the Trading platform

Platform manager can define a new market by selecting + Add new market.
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Figure 40: Manage markets - Add new market - Part 1

After the market type is selected a form is shown where market parameters and products are defined.

Figure 41: Add new market form
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Market enrolment
The participants of the CROSSBOW Trading platform business network can trade on any market that is supported by the platform if the participant enrols to the market. This step is required so the platform can separate the trading on each market and the participant only see what they are interested in.
5.1.7.1

Participant enrols to market

5.1.7.1.1 Description of the process
The market enrolment process requires only one action from the platform participant – to perform market
enrolment. This is done simply by navigating to the Market exploration view where list of markets, supported
by the trading platform, is shown to the participant. Participant can then select the market, see the market
details and enrol to the market.
5.1.7.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Participant

Responsibilities
-

Enrols to the market.

Table 31: Roles and responsibilities - Market enrolment

5.1.7.1.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the Market Enrolment.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

List of activated
markets
Enrol

The participant is able to access the list of markets
activated on the platform.
The participants is able to perform “Enrol” action for
selected market.
Market participant is able to leave the market.

High

Market participant is able to access enrolled market in the
trading menu.

High

Leave
Trade

High
High

Table 32: Functional requirements - Market enrolment

5.1.7.1.4 Wireframes
The market exploration view where participant can Enrol to a new market defined on the Trading platform
or Leave any of the markets he is enrolled into.
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Figure 42: Explore markets view

Cross-zonal capacities
The CROSSBOW Trading platform is focused on the cross-border energy trading. The platform therefore
needs to be aware, at every moment, what are the available cross-border capacities between the countries
that want to trade with the energy. The available capacity is a hard precondition evaluated at every execution
of buy and sell orders. The state of the cross-zonal capacities is stored and maintained by the trading
platform. For the purpose of the platform demonstration, we assume there is only one active trading
platform within the area – the CROSSBOW Trading platform. There is only one state of the cross-zonal
capacities on the platform, therefore all markets share and update the same state of the capacities.
The CROSSBOW Trading platform UI provides an auditing functionalities for the cross-zonal capacities for
every moment the platform operates. The integration API complements the UI with a set of endpoints that
allow TSO to submit the planned cross-zonal capacities and update the state of the capacities on the Trading
platform within the time constraints of individual markets.
5.1.8.1.1 Description of the process
The cross-zonal capacity view provides a transparency for the cross-zonal capacities to all the participants.
Market participants are able to access the current state of the capacities for all the registered borders in the
area where the platform operates.
The planed capacities for the borders should be submitted by the Transmission system operators using the
integration API. Upon any change, the TSO should update the planed available capacity if the time constraints
permit the change.
The updates to the cross-zonal capacities, after the time constraint is passed, can only be performed by the
trading platform itself after the trades for the products are completed.
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5.1.8.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Participant

Responsibilities
-

Submits the CZCs to the platform through the integration API.
Monitors the available CZCs on the Trading platform
Table 33: Roles and responsibilities - CZC

5.1.8.1.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the Cross-zonal capacity.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Monitoring of CZC

Every market participant is able to see the state of crosszonal capacities – capacities use in the past and also
capacities allocated.
Submission of CZCs is supported through the integration
API – reposting new capacities and updating existing
capacities.
Platform must ensure that capacities are updated after
each closed trade.

High

Submitting the CZC

Managing state of
capacities

High

High

Table 34: Functional requirements - Cross-zonal capacity

5.1.8.1.4 Wireframes
All participants registered on the platform can access the view showing the current state of CZCs, historic
utilization of capacities and future allocations.

Figure 43: Overview of cross-zonal capacities - history and future allocation

Any participant can see the details of the capacity utilization for the selected border.
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Figure 44: Overview of the cross-zonal capacity utilization for selected border

CROSSBOW Trading platform Asset management
The asset management provides each participants with the functionalities allowing them to see the assets
they own on the trading platform. All assets are defined and transferred on the blockchain.
The trading platform operates with two assets: energy and money.
The energy assets are created implicitly on the blockchain when new sell orders are created on the platform.
The participant selling the energy stays the owner of the energy asset until the sell order is matched with the
buy order. When orders are matched the transaction is executed which changes the ownership of the energy
asset. In parallel, the money asset is transferred from the participant that is buying to the participant that is
selling the energy asset.
The energy asset is therefore created when participant submits the sell order. The platform records the sell
order and creates the energy asset on the DLT. The platform trusts the participant that he actuality owns the
asset, if it turns out that he is not able the provide the asset (i.e. the participant lied) the DLT contains the
immutable record proving he was lying.
For the purpose of the demonstration the, money asset will be created (added) by participant to simplify the
deployment of the platform. In the case of production deployment, the platform should involve another
participant – the bank(s) of the participant, that is/are trusted and provide the liquidity status for the
participant.
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5.1.9.1

Money asset management

5.1.9.1.1 Description of the process
The management of the Money asset provides functionalities allowing market participants to see the status
of their money asset, money flows and history of transactions.
The concept of the money asset is required on the trading platform to implement and demonstrate the
liquidity validation during the trading. If the participant does not own enough money, he will not be able to
submit buy orders (only within his limits).
The participant will be allowed to add new money amounts to the DLT. This is only supported to enable
demonstration of the trading.
5.1.9.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Participant

Responsibilities
-

Creates money asset.
Monitors the state of money asset and transactions.

Table 35: Roles and responsibilities – Money asset management

5.1.9.1.3 Functional requirements
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Access money asset
view

Registered participant is able to access the view for
managing the money asset. The view presents the details
of the money asset state and history of transactions.
The participant is able to add money to the DLT for his own
account.

High

Adding money

High

Table 36: Functional Requirements - Money asset management

5.1.9.1.4 Wireframes
The main menu of the Manage assets functionality – Option Money assets is available to the participant.
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Figure 45: Main menu of the asset management

By selecting the Money assets the participant can see the details of the assets for his profile/account (organization).

Figure 46: Details of money assets
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5.1.9.2

Energy asset overview

5.1.9.2.1 Description of the process
Each participant on the trading platform can own energy assets. Energy assets are created through the sell
orders or obtained by buying the energy from another participant on the platform. The Energy asset management enables users to overview the energy assets they own, and see the history of energy exchanges.
5.1.9.2.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Platform participant

Responsibilities
-

Monitors the energy assets.

Table 37: Roles and responsibilities - Overview of energy assets

5.1.9.2.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the overview of the energy assets.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Monitor the status of
energy assets
Monitor the history of
energy assets

Participant is able to monitor the current state of his
energy assets.
Participant is able to see the history of transactions with
energy assets.

High
High

Table 38: Functional requirements - Overview of energy assets

5.1.9.2.4 Wireframes
Overview of the energy assets can be accessed through the Manage assets menu.

Figure 47: Overview of energy assets
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5.1.9.3

Orders overview

5.1.9.3.1 Description of the process
Overview of the orders provides the participants with the history of all orders they submitted on any of market on the platform. Orders can be filtered by the market, order type, status, submission time, product id,
price, etc.
5.1.9.3.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role

Responsibilities

Participant

-

Monitors the orders.

Table 39: Roles and responsibilities - Overview of orders

5.1.9.3.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for the overview of the orders.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

History of orders

Participant can access and search the history of all orders
submitted by him.

High

Table 40: Functional requirements - Orders overview

5.1.9.3.4 Wireframes
The view of orders history for specific market.

Figure 48: Overview of orders

5.1.9.4

Trades overview

5.1.9.4.1 Description of the process
Trades overview enables participants to search and analyse all the transactions, i.e. trades they were involved
into on the trading platform. Each order that results into a match with another order creates a transaction
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that is recorded on the distributed ledger. The list of transactions therefore records the exchanges of the
assets – energy and money.
5.1.9.4.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role

Responsibilities

Participant

-

Monitors the transactions executed on the trading platform.

Table 41: Roles and responsibilities - Overview of trades

5.1.9.4.3 Functional requirements
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

History of trades transactions

Participant can access the list of all transactions he was
involved into on the trading platform.

High

Table 42: Functional requirements - Overview of trades

5.1.9.4.4 Wireframes
Each market participant can access the list of all transactions he was involved in – buying or selling the energy.
The view is accessed through the Manage assets.

Figure 49: History of trades

CROSSBOW Trading Platform Trading
The Trading functionalities present the most important set of functionalities the trading platform must
provide. For each market participants must get the insights into trading statistics that are important for the
traders to help them place orders to the market.
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The trading functionalities are separated for each market that is defined on the Trading platform. The trading
view is comprised of standard trade statistics and also an input form that allows traders to submit new trade
orders. Typically the trade orders are submitted through the integration API, however, to simplify the
demonstration of the platform, we also provide the UI based solution. The important requirement for the
input form is to take into the account the rules and settings of the market defined when such market was
created by the Platform manager. The order submission input form must enforce the value ranges of the
input fields (quantity range, price range), validation logic, and enumeration values (order type, order
execution type, product).
The order submission input form is only one part that platform enforces based on the market settings. The
second part is the execution of the orders. The execution of orders is defined by market type – CMOL or
Intraday Continuous. The order execution process is implemented by the integration APIs and smart
contracts. In the scope of the CROSSBOW Trading platform each market type has its own smart contract with
predefined steps executed upon order submission and execution. The parameters of the process are loaded
from the market settings.
The following chapters present the specification of the trading process for Intraday Continuous energy
trading and mFRR balancing energy trading.

5.1.10.1 Intraday continuous energy trading
5.1.10.1.1 Description of the process
The intraday continuous energy trading market allows participants to trade with the energy on market recurring every day. Each day participants can trade different energy products – 15min, 30min or 1h energy
products.
The trading on the intraday energy market starts the day before (typically at 15:00 day before). This is called
market opening time and it marks the time at which the participants can start placing the orders for the day.
The market opening time is defined when market is created. The intraday continuous market can support
multiple products – 15 min, 30 min or 1h products (defined when market is created). This is taken into account during the order submission where product is selected. By default buy/sell order can only match with
the sell/buy order of the same product. The order can be published to the market as divisible if the market
settings allow it.
When an order is submitted the matching algorithm is executed – trying to find the opposite order. The
matching algorithm implements the following steps:
1. Get the list of all open counterpart orders for the product on the market from the order book.
2. Compare the parameters of each counterpart order with submitted order:
a. Equal the quantity.
b. Equal the units.
c. Equal or better the price:
i. Buy order – match with sell order of equal or lower price.
ii. Sell order – match with buy order of equal or higher price.
d. Equal the product start time.
e. Equal the product end time.
3. Sort the counterpart orders by the submission time.
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4. Try to find the shortest path between the involved parties by taking into account the CZCs.
a. Move to the next counterpart order if the path is not found.
5. If the path was found create a trade – transaction.
6. If the path was not found place the order to the order book.
5.1.10.1.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role
Participant

Responsibilities
-

Submits buy and sell orders to the platform.
Monitors the trading statistics.

Table 43: Roles and responsibilities - Intraday continuous trading

5.1.10.1.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for trading process on intraday continuous markets.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Enter enrolled markets
view
Enter market trading
view
Submit new order

Market participant can enter the enrolled markets view
with the list of markets he is enrolled to.
Market participant is able to enter the view for trading.

High

Market participant is able to create and submit new order
to the market.

High

High

Table 44: Functional requirements - Intraday continuous trading

5.1.10.1.4 Wireframes
Enrolled markets view shows participant the list of markets he is enrolled to and his organization can trade
on.

Figure 50: Enrolled markets for the participant
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The participant is presented with the trading view where he can see the open orders for the products.

Figure 51: List of open orders for the products with order details

The participant can also see the list of completed trades with matched orders.

Figure 52: Intraday continuous - Completed orders
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New order can be placed to the market by selecting existing order or product.

Figure 53: Intraday continuous - New order

5.1.10.2 mFRR balancing energy trading
5.1.10.2.1 Description of the process
The mFRR balancing energy market allows participants to trade with balancing energy where the activation
of the energy is based on the manual process. The platform supports 15 minute products.
The mFRR market is based on CMOL – Common Merit Order List where participants submit orders for the
product. In contrast to the Continuous trading, where order matching is executed upon every order submission, the matching process for the mFRR is triggered periodically, i.e. for the 15 min products that is every 15
minutes. The orders for the product, together with the activation request, must be submitted 10 minutes
before the activation, this Is called Gate Closure Time. The same time limit also applies for the updates of the
CZCs. At GCT an activation optimization function is triggered that performs the matching of the orders. This
approach is called scheduled activation (SA).
The activation optimization function executes the matching of orders by minimizing the costs. The activation
optimization function as the input takes the CMOL with all buy and sell orders for the products, CZCs and
activation requests. The optimization activation function processes the orders based on the parameters –
quantity, price, timestamp, etc. together with the Cross-zonal capacities in order to maximise the welfare for
a given set of bids and demands and minimize the amount of mFRR power exchange on each border between
bidding zones.
As the scheduled activation is triggered periodically the CROSSBOW Trading platform will implement scheduling algorithm which will be executed by each participant in the market within the integration API microservice. This is necessary since the support for implementing scheduled tasks on the DLT is limited due to
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system clocks which can differ node by node which can lead to a non-deterministic results of the smart contracts.
Description of the activation optimization function algorithm.
Since the scheduled activation is triggered periodically the CROSSBOW Trading platform will implement
scheduling algorithm which will be executed by each participant in the market within the integration API
microservice. This is necessary since the support for implementing scheduled tasks on the DLT is limited due
to system clocks which can differ node by node which can lead to an on-deterministic results of the smart
contracts.
The algorithm will implement the optimization activation function to match the orders and propose a list of
transactions. This proposal of transactions will be generated for every participant – as this will be the responsibility of the integration API microservice. However, the smart contract performing the validation of proposals will check if the processing of the orders was already performed, this check will make sure that transactions are executed only once (there is no double spending). The alternative solution to this approach would
be a central scheduling service that would trigger the smart contract, but this would contradict the concept
of decentralization as we would introduce a central entity.
5.1.10.2.2 Roles and responsibilities
Role

Responsibilities

Participant

-

Submits buy and sell orders to the platform.
Monitors the trading statistics.

Table 45: Roles and responsibilities - mFRR trading

5.1.10.2.3 Functional requirements
The list of functional requirements for trading process on CMOL markets.
Requirement name

Requirement description

Priority

Enter enrolled markets
view
Enter market trading
view
Submit new order

Market participant can enter the enrolled markets view
with the list of markets he is enrolled to.
Market participant is able to enter the view for trading on
selected market.
Market participant is able to create and submit new order
to the market.

High
High
High

Table 46: Functional requirements - CMOL trading

5.1.10.2.4 Wireframes
The trading views for all the markets do not differ in their implementation. The only difference is in the
parameters of the markets.

Technical specifications for Measurement of energies within aFRP
Meter Specifications
The aFRR quantities need measurements made by meters which are usually used also for energy
measurement. For energy measurements registers for energy index memorisation record for both directions
of energy transfer, which are recorded in the meter at fixed intervals, usually each 15 minutes in so called
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“load profiles” (LPs). As aFRR is a much quicker process, it is needed that the upwards and downwards
energies which describe aFRR quantities to be recorded much quicker than for classic energy measurements.
As LPs for energy are still needed for billing energy, a second load profile with one-minute resolution is
needed to become operational in the meter. The following specifications apply for the meter able to provide
data for aFRR calculation:
-

The meter has to be able to record two different load profiles, each with different time periods;

-

The first LP is programmed according to the TSO or DSO practice, usually 15 or 60 minutes;

-

The second LP is programmed with 1-minute time resolution, for being able to record energy
indexes for aFRR quantities. The registers memory capacity will allow LP to be recorded in the
meter registers for enough long periods to allow timely export of the recorded values without
any data loss, (e.g. at least 3 full days).

-

For readout of registers from the meter, shall be based on a standard protocol, such as IEC 62056;
the speed of communication interface needs a fast enough readout capability, that means for
serial connection at higher speeds such as 19.200 or 38.400 baud.

-

In order to be able to make records on transferred energy of aFRR quantities calculations it is
needed to have an independent recording tool which can be implemented e.g. with a Linux
machine such as a Raspberry Pi single board computer (SBC) having a serial interface obtained
with a hardware device connected to one of the USB interface. As an example, could be used
also the SMX equipment developed in Nobel Grid project and used also in further EU projects
such as WiseGRID.

Communication Specifications
The data readout from meter is implemented as an automatic process in an SMX placed nearby the meter.
The SMX need however to be able to be accessible remotely through secure connections such as OpenVPN.
If an existing SMX would be used then a straightforward solution is to use a 3G modem to connect SMX to
the internet, while SMX would run as an OpenVPN client in the Crossbow project VPN.
With this view, the specifications for communication are the following:
-

3G modem with a traffic of at least 2 GB/month; this is in 2019 a relatively standard solution;

-

the modem needs to have either serial or Ethernet connection with the SMX;

-

the 3G signal should have acceptable level in order to allow at least daily readout of energy index
data recorded in SMX from the meter.

Remote Computer Specifications
The data readout from meter has to be made through the Crossbow OpenVPN by a remote computer.
The following requests need to be fulfilled by the computer:
-

Entry level laptop or stationary computer with at least 4GB RAM, 5120 MB HDD, processor i5 or
better (including AMD), with Windows 10 operating system;

-

Software installed on the computer: OpenVPN, WinSCP, Putty (all open-source) and Excel or
similar open-source software for visualising and analysing CSV data;

-

Processing software for obtaining the aFRR quantities.

Administration
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The data readout needs to be made after each operating day, so a complete record of data is obtained from
the meter. Moreover, during the operation day, additional instrumental data are needed for the aggregation,
as described in subchapter 3.5.2 within D10.2.

Data Exchange
Additional data such as Pop(t), OR(t), BRS(t) are needed for the calculations, according to the descriptions
from subchapter 3.5.2 within D10.2.
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6

Conclusions

The document briefly describes the relevant market timeframes for all of the most notable wholesale and
balancing markets (forward, day-ahead, intraday and balancing markets) in light of the recent EU regulation.
Recent implementations of market coupling were introduced and indirectly compared with the existing state
in one of the CROSSBOW’s SEE countries. The work built on the previous CROSSBOW, namely, Deliverable
1.1: Regulatory and Legislation Frameworks, [1] and Deliverable 10.1: National balancing and wholesale
electricity markets structure and principles, [2].
The main part of the document was divided into two stages, functional and technical specification. Firstly,
the definition of functional specification is presented. The functional specification was made with taking
considerations from the CROSSBOW’s SEE TSOs into account. The functional specification were defined for
the CROSSBOW’s:
-

ID platform;

-

mFRR platform;

-

aFRR platform;

-

Measurement of energies within aFRP.

ID platform, mFRR platform and aFRR platform
The functional specification includes a more in detail description and definition of the cross-border market
solutions (ID platform and mFRR platform). Sufficient amount of CZC between the LFC areas is necessary the
successful cross-border trading and common usage of balancing energy. CZC has to be sent to the platform
by the relevant TSO in order for the platform to operate as planned.
The standard order parameters for the ID platform are defined and the ID platform uses the pay-as-bid
algorithm for matching the orders against each other.
For the mFRR platform, the operation of the platform is a bit more complex due to the addition of the CMOL
and AOF into the matching process. The pricing is based on the pay-as-cleared algorithm usually called crossborder marginal pricing.
In addition to the functional specification, the technical specification was prepared for all of the above
mentioned solutions, except for the aFRR platform. Due to the complexity of the aFRP process and aFRR
platform, the development of the solution will end at this stage. The demonstration and software solution
will be prepared for the rest of the solutions within WP 10.
The technical specification gives the details of software architecture where each component is described
with implementation details together with the used technologies. Furthermore, the document describes the
packaging and deployment possibilities for the Trading platform. The second part of the technical
documentation provides a detailed description of platform functionalities where each functionality is
described with the description of process flows, roles and responsibilities, functional requirements, and
wireframes.
Measurement of energies within aFRP
The proposed method for UPAFR and DWAFR calculation (measurement/calculation of balancing energies
within aFRP) based on one-minute profiles, leads to stable and small errors (less than 1%) in all the studied
situations. That makes the main result as the achievement of a significantly improved accuracy of the UPAFR
and DWAFR measurement by the metrological meters as proposed, compared to the current solution based
on EMS/SCADA measurements. The highest errors in the proposed solution are below 1%, compared to 10%
in the current solution (so errors of at least 10 times better in terms of accuracy). Therefore, the most
important advantage of this method is the significant increase of accuracy by measuring such energy (by
reducing measurement errors for a size order).
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Integration API (appendix)
CROSSBOW Trading platform will be used by other products developed within the project. To allow other
products to use the platform, to integrate and allow automatic exchanges of messages to and from the
trading platform, an API is required. The CROSSBOW Trading platform integration API is specified in this
document. The API data model is based on the CIM standard data model from ENTSO-E which simplifies the
integration of the existing system already using the standard data models. CROSSBOW Trading platform
integration API provides functionalities such as market discovery, market enrolment, transmission capacity
management, and managing orders for trading. This document describes the details of the API which allow
developers of market participants to implement the integration with CROSSBOW Trading platform.
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Acronyms
Acronyms List
ACER

Agency for Cooperation of Energy Regulators

aFRP

Automatic Frequency Restoration Process

aFRR

Automated Frequency Restoration Reserve

AM

CROSSBOW Wholesale and Ancillary Services Market Toolset

AM

Wholesale and Ancillary market toolset

AOF

Activation Optimisation Function

API

Application Programming Interface

BM

Balancing Market

BRP

Balancing Responsible Party

BSP

Balancing Service Provider

CACM

Capacity Allocation & Congestion Management

CCC

Coordinated Capacity Calculator

CET

Central European Time Zone

CGES

TSO of Montenegro

CIM

Common Information Model

CMOL

Common Merit Order List

CRE

Romanian Energy Center, partner in the CROSSBOW Consortium

CZC

Cross-Zonal Capacity

DAM

Day Ahead Market

DD

Dispatch Order

DLT

Decentralized Ledger Technology

DSO

Distribution System Operator

DWAFR

Balancing Energy for downward aFRR

EBGL

Regulation (EU) 2017/2195 establishing a Guideline on Electricity Balancing

EMS

TSO of Serbia

EMS

Energy Management System

ENTSO-E

European Network of Transmission System Operators for Electricity

ERRP

ENTSO-E Reserve Resource Process

ESO

TSO of Bulgaria

EU

European Union

FAT

Full Activation Time
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FCA

Forward capacity allocation

FCR

Frequency Containment Reserve

FM

Forward market

GCT

Gate Closure Time

gRPC

Google Remote Procedure Call

HOPS

TSO of Croatia

HTML5

Hypertext Mark-up Language

HTTP

Hypertext Transfer Protocol

ID platform CROSSBOW’s Intraday Energy Market platform
IDM

Intraday market

IEC

International Electrotechnical Commission

JSON

JavaScript Object Notation

LFC

Load Frequency Control

MA

Market Area

MARI

Manually Activated Reserves Initiative

MCO

Market Coupling Operator

MEPSO

TSO of North Macedonia

mFRR

Manual Frequency Restoration Reserve

mFRR
platform

The CROSSBOW’s System market platform for mFRR

MP

Market Participant

MW

Mega Watt

NC

Network Codes

NEMO

National Energy Market Operator

NOSBIH

TSO of Bosnia and Herzegovina

NRA

National Regulatory Authority

OB

Order Book

PH

Hour product

PICASSO

Platform for the International Coordination of Automated Frequency Restoration
and Stable System Operation

PQ

Quarter hour product

RR

Replacement Reserve

Sass

Syntactically Awesome Sytle Sheets

SCADA

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition System
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SEE

South East Europe

SEE CAO

South East Europe Coordinated Auction Office

SOGL

Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 establishing a Guideline on Electricity Transmission
System Operation

TERRE

Trans European Replacement Reserves Exchange

TRANS

TSO of Romania

TSO

Transmission System Operator

UI

User Interface

UL

University of Ljubljana, partner in the CROSSBOW Consortium

UPAFR

Balancing Energy for upward aFRR

WP10

CROSSBOW’s Work Package 10: Wholesale and Ancillary Market toolset

XBID

Cross-border Intraday Initiative
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Appendix 1: CROSSBOW Trading platform integration API specification

This document provides detailed specification for the CROSSBOW Trading platform integration API that
enables integration to external applications and systems.
CROSSBOW Trading platform will support the following markets:
-

Intraday Energy Market platform (ID platform),

-

System Market platform for mFRR (mFRR platform).

The integration API provides endpoints that expose functionalities such as CZC submission, Order submission,
market enrolment, obtaining orders (open and matched) for some product from specific market, etc. The
endpoints of the API are listed below. This document also specifies the data models of request and response
messages. Functionalities provided by the API allow external applications to integrate with the Trading
platform and automate the processes related to the trading platform and allow trading in a decentralized
way.

Technology, API specification and data model standards
The integration API of the CROSSBOW Trading Platform will be implemented as RESTful API (Representational
state transfer). REST APIs have become state of the art technology for the implementation of the web-based
APIs and is supported across multiple programming platforms. Data can be transferred in JSON (JavaScript
Object Notation) or XML format. Although both formats can be supported at the same time, we will use JSON
since it is considered as lightweight due to easier and faster parsing.
The OpenAPI Specification (OAS) defines a standard, language-agnostic interface to RESTful APIs which allows
both humans and computers to discover and understand the capabilities of the service without access to the
source code of the API and documentation. OpenAPI definition can be used by code generation tools to
generate servers and clients in various programming languages. The OpenAPI Specification for the integration
API will be used to communicate all the technical details with the partners of CROSSBOW to allow them to
integrate their products with CROSSBOW Trading platform.
The OpenAPI allows us to describe API, including:
-

Available endpoints and operations on each endpoint.

-

Operation parameters Input and Output for each operation

-

Authentication methods

-

Contact information, license, terms of use and other information.

The specification can be written in YAML or JSON format. Both formats are readable to both humans and
machines.
The complete OpenAPI Specification can be found at OpenAPI 3.0 Specification.
The API is divided into the following groups of endpoints:
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-

Participants – provides endpoints to access information about registered participants on the trading
platform.

-

Markets – provides endpoints to discover platform markets, enrol to or leave the market.

-

Orders – provides a list of endpoints that provide functionalities to create and manager orders on
CMOL and Intraday Continuous markets.

-

Capacities – provides endpoints for managing cross-zonal capacities.

The data models used for the transmission of the data are based on the following standards:
-

Participants: MarketParticipant - IEC62325, IEC61970, IEC61968

-

Markets: Custom data model based on IEC62325 with simplifications.

-

Orders:

-

o

CMOL (mFRR): ReserveBidDocument, MolDocument, ActivationDocument – ERRP

o

Intraday Continuous: OrdrEntity DFS180 – M7T (Deutsche Borse AG)

Capacities: CapacityMarketDocument – IEC62325-451-3

This document comes with the attachment crossbow-tp-openapi.yml. The attachment contains the technical
definition of the API.

CROSSBOW Trading platform API endpoints
Market participants endpoints
Market participants endpoints allow client applications to obtain the information of Market Participants
(Organizations/Companies) registered on the CROSSBOW Trading Platform. The registration to the platform
is performed through the registration Web User Interface and it is not supported on the integration API.
The endpoints should be used to obtain the details of the parties included in the trade, and to provide
transparency (who is enrolled to the market etc.).

8.2.1.1

Get list of registered participants

Name: Get list of registered participants.
Description: The endpoint returns the list for participants (organizations/companies) registered to the
CROSSBOW Trading platform – activated participants (without the ones that were not confirmed by platform
operators).
Endpoint Path: /v1/participants
HTTP Method: GET
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Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200
Body:
Schema: Array of MarketParticipant objects.
Example message:
[
{
"MarketRole": {
"roleType": "BalanceResponsibleParty",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"type": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
},
"electronicAddress": {
"email1": "string",
"email2": "string",
"userID": "string",
"web": "string"
},
"phone1": {
"areaCode": "string",
"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
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"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"phone2": {
"areaCode": "string",
"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"postalAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
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},
"streetAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
},
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
}
]

8.2.1.2

Get participant details

Name: Get participant details.
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Description: The endpoint returns the details of the registered participant identified by the participant_id
parameter located in the path. The data returned from the endpoint contains details of the market
participant, his role on the platform, enrolled markets, etc.
Endpoint Path: /v1/participants/{participant_id}
-

participant_id – Unique identifier of the market participant generated when participant registers to
the trading platform.

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200
Body:
Schema: MarketParticipant
Example:
{

"MarketRole": {
"roleType": "BalanceResponsibleParty",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"type": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
},
"electronicAddress": {
"email1": "string",
"email2": "string",
"userID": "string",
"web": "string"
},
"phone1": {
"areaCode": "string",
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"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"phone2": {
"areaCode": "string",
"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"postalAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
},
"streetAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
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}

"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
},
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"

Manage markets endpoints
Manage markets endpoints enable client applications to discover the energy markets provided by the trading
platform. The CROSSBOW trading platform supports multiple markets (managed by the trading platform
operators) to which participants can enrol to. Each market participant registered to the platform can enrol
to the market. This action allows participants to start trading on the market, i.e. publish trade orders to the
enrolled market. At some point the participant can decide to leave the market which can be performed by
invoking leave market endpoint.
Market endpoints provide the client with the details of the market – the participant can receive information
about the products traded on the market, etc. Finally, the API provides the endpoint that enables the client
to obtain the list of market participants enrolled to some specified market which allows transparency on the
trading platform.

8.2.2.1

Get all markets

Name: Get all markets.
Description: The endpoint returns the list of activated markets available on the CROSSBOW Trading Platform.
The endpoint allows the discovery of markets. Markets are managed by the Trading Platform operators –
managed through the Web User Interface. Creating new markets functionality is not provided to the external
parties through the integration API.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets
HTTP Method: GET
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Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200
Body:
Schema: Array of Market objects
Example:
[

]

8.2.2.2

{

}

"anonymousTrading": true,
"marketClosingTime": "2019-08-12",
"marketOpeningTime": "2019-08-12",
"marketProducts": [
{
"closeTime": "string",
"granularity": 0,
"maxQuantity": 0,
"minQuantity": 0,
"productLength": "PT15M",
"productType": "EN",
"startTime": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
}
],
"maxPrice": 0,
"minPrice": 0,
"paymentProcessType": "CROSSBORDER_MARGINAL",
"priceResolution": 0,
"status": "ACTIVE",
"tradingType": "CMOL_AF",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"

Get market details

Name: Get market details.
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Description: The endpoint returns market details which contain information about specific market identified
by path parameter market_id.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets/{market_id}
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200
Body:
Schema: Market
Example:
{

"anonymousTrading": true,
"marketClosingTime": "2019-08-12",
"marketOpeningTime": "2019-08-12",
"marketProducts": [
{
"closeTime": "string",
"granularity": 0,
"maxQuantity": 0,
"minQuantity": 0,
"productLength": "PT15M",
"productType": "EN",
"startTime": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
}
],
"maxPrice": 0,
"minPrice": 0,
"paymentProcessType": "CROSSBORDER_MARGINAL",
"priceResolution": 0,
"status": "ACTIVE",
"tradingType": "CMOL_AF",
"aliasName": "string",
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}

"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"

8.2.2.3

Get market participants

Name: Get market participants.
Description: The endpoint returns the list of market participants participating on the market identified by
path parameter market_id.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets/{market_id}/participants
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200
Body:
Schema: Array of MarketParticipant objects.
Example:
[

{

"MarketRole": {
"roleType": "BalanceResponsibleParty",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"type": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
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"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"
},
"electronicAddress": {
"email1": "string",
"email2": "string",
"userID": "string",
"web": "string"
},
"phone1": {
"areaCode": "string",
"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"phone2": {
"areaCode": "string",
"cityCode": "string",
"countryCode": "string",
"dialOut": "string",
"extension": "string",
"internationalPrefix": "string",
"ituPhone": "string",
"localNumber": "string"
},
"postalAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
},
"streetAddress": {
"poBox": "string",
"postalCode": "string",
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]

}

8.2.2.4

"status": {
"dateTime": "2019-08-12",
"reason": "string",
"remark": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"streetDetail": {
"addressGeneral": "string",
"addressGeneral2": "string",
"addressGeneral3": "string",
"buildingName": "string",
"code": "string",
"name": "string",
"number": "string",
"prefix": "string",
"suffix": "string",
"suiteNumber": "string",
"type": "string",
"withinTownLimits": true
},
"townDetail": {
"code": "string",
"country": "string",
"name": "string",
"section": "string",
"stateOrProvince": "string"
}
},
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"

Enrol to the market

Name: Enrol to the market.
Description: The endpoint allows the client to enrol to the specified market. This action triggers approval
request to the trading platform operators to confirm or reject the enrolment of the participant. If the
participant is successfully enrolled he can start to trade on the market.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets/{market_id}/participants
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
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-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 201 (success)
Body:
No content.

8.2.2.5

Leave the market

Name: Leave the market.
Description: The endpoint allows the client to leave the specified market. This action will remove the
participant from the market and the participant will no longer be able to participate on the market. The
participant can also be banned from the market by the platform operators – this is not possible through the
integration API, but can only be done through the Web User Interface by the platform operators.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets/{market_id}/participants
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: DELETE
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 204 (success)
Body:
No content.

8.2.2.6

Get market products

Name: Get market products.
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Description: The endpoint returns the list of products that can be traded on the market identified by
market_id path parameter.
Endpoint Path: /v1/markets/{market_id}/products
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: Array of MarketProduct objects.
Example:
[

]

{

}

"closeTime": "string",
"granularity": 0,
"maxQuantity": 0,
"minQuantity": 0,
"productLength": "PT15M",
"productType": "EN",
"startTime": "string",
"aliasName": "string",
"description": "string",
"mRID": "string",
"name": "string"

Trade on market – Orders endpoints
Endpoints in the group Orders enable the core functionalities that enable trading through the integration API
on CROSSBOW Trading Platform. Endpoints allow clients to automatically publish new trade orders from their
systems. The Orders endpoints are separated into two additional groups – continuous and MOL (merit order
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list). The main reason is behind the different data models that are used to transfer the order data in case of
(x)FRR (balancing energy) trading and energy trading on continuous markets.
The group of endpoints also include additional call-back endpoints that should be exposed by the client
application in order to receive information from the trading platform such as:
-

Activation optimisation results,

-

Cross border schedules,

-

Remaining CZCs.

8.2.3.1

Continuous – Get orders

Name: Get orders from the continuous market.
Description: The endpoint returns the list of orders from the specified market which must be of type
continuous. The endpoint allows advanced filtering options through query parameter filter. Client application
can, therefore, define a filter to obtain – list of open orders for specific product, list of unmatched products
etc.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/continuous/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

Query Parameters:
-

filter – contains filtering conditions:
o

product_id

o

order_status

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: Array of OrdrEntry objects.
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Example:
[

]

{

}

8.2.3.2

"header": {
"marketId": "string",
"onBehalfUserId": 0
},
"listExecInst": "string",
"ordrList": {
"orders": [
{
"acctId": "string",
"dlvryEnd": "2019-08-12",
"dlvryStart": "2019-08-12",
"ordrExeRestriction": "string",
"ordrId": "string",
"prod": "string",
"qty": 0,
"side": "string",
"state": "string",
"type": "string"
}
]
}

Continuous – Update orders

Name: Update open orders on the continuous market.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to update their own open orders on the continuous market
if the settings of the market allows updating of the published orders. The participant can send the list of
updated orders with ids (ordrId) set and the platform will validate if the orders are truly owned by the
participant.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/continuous/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: PUT
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json
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Body:
Schema: OrdrEntry
Example:
{

}

"header": {
"marketId": "string",
"onBehalfUserId": 0
},
"listExecInst": "string",
"ordrList": {
"orders": [
{
"acctId": "string",
"dlvryEnd": "2019-08-12",
"dlvryStart": "2019-08-12",
"ordrExeRestriction": "string",
"ordrId": "1",
"prod": "string",
"qty": 10,
"side": "string",
"state": "string",
"type": "string"
}
]
}

Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: OrdrEntry
Example:
{

"header": {
"marketId": "string",
"onBehalfUserId": 0
},
"listExecInst": "string",
"ordrList": {
"orders": [
{
"acctId": "string",
"dlvryEnd": "2019-08-12",
"dlvryStart": "2019-08-12",
"ordrExeRestriction": "string",
"ordrId": "1",
"prod": "string",
"qty": 10,
"side": "string",
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}

}

8.2.3.3

]

}

"state": "string",
"type": "string"

Continuous - Create new orders

Name: Publish new orders on the continuous market.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to create new orders on the continuous market identified
by market_id.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/continuous/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
Schema: OrdrEntry
Example:
{

"header": {
"marketId": "string",
"onBehalfUserId": 0
},
"listExecInst": "string",
"ordrList": {
"orders": [
{
"acctId": "string",
"dlvryEnd": "2019-08-12",
"dlvryStart": "2019-08-12",
"ordrExeRestriction": "string",
"prod": "string",
"qty": 0,
"side": "string",
"state": "string",
"type": "string"
}
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}

}

]

Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: OrdrEntry
Example:
{

}

8.2.3.4

"header": {
"marketId": "string",
"onBehalfUserId": 0
},
"listExecInst": "string",
"ordrList": {
"orders": [
{
"acctId": "string",
"dlvryEnd": "2019-08-12",
"dlvryStart": "2019-08-12",
"ordrExeRestriction": "string",
"ordrId": "string",
"prod": "string",
"qty": 0,
"side": "string",
"state": "string",
"type": "string"
}
]
}

MOL – Get orders

Name: Get orders from the MOL (Merit Order List) market.
Description: The endpoint returns the list of orders from the specified market which must be of type MOL.
The endpoint allows advanced filtering options through query parameter filter. The client application can,
therefore, define a filter to obtain – list of open orders for specific product, list of unmatched products etc.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

Query Parameters:
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-

filter – contains filtering conditions:
o

product_id

o

order_status

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: Array of ReserveBidDocument objects.
Example:
[

{

"creationDateTime": {
"v": {}
},
"documentIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"documentType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"documentVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"domain": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"processType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"receiverIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"receiverRole": {
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"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeInterval": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeSeries": [
{
"acquiringArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"activationDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"auctionIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"availableMba": [
{
"area": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"blockBid": {
"v": "string"
},
"businessType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"connectingArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"contractIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"contractType": {
"v": "string"
},
"currency": {
"v": "string"
},
"direction": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"divisible": {
"v": "string"
},
"linkedBidsIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"maximumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"measureUnitEnergyPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
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"measureUnitPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitQuantity": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"minimumActivationQuantity": {
"v": 0
},
"minimumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"period": [
{
"interval": [
{
"energyPrice": {
"v": 0
},
"pos": {
"v": 0
},
"price": {
"v": 0
},
"qty": {
"v": 0
}
}
],
"resolution": {
"v": {}
},
"timeInterval": {
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"reserveBidIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveObject": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"restingDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"stepIncrementQuantity": {
"v": 0
}

}
],
"senderIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"senderRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"subjectParty": {
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]

}

8.2.3.5

"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"subjectRole": {
"v": "string"
}

MOL – Update orders

Name: Update open orders on the MOL market.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to update their own open orders on the MOL market if the
settings of the market allow updating of the published orders. The participant can send the list of updated
orders with ids set and the platform will validate if the orders are truly owned by the participant.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: PUT
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
Schema: ReserveBidDocument
Example:
{
"creationDateTime": {
"v": {}
},
"documentIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"documentType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
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},
"documentVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"domain": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"processType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"receiverIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"receiverRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeInterval": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeSeries": [
{
"acquiringArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"activationDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"auctionIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"availableMba": [
{
"area": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
}
}
],
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"blockBid": {
"v": "string"
},
"businessType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"connectingArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"contractIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"contractType": {
"v": "string"
},
"currency": {
"v": "string"
},
"direction": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"divisible": {
"v": "string"
},
"linkedBidsIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"maximumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"measureUnitEnergyPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitQuantity": {
"v": [
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"string"
]
},
"minimumActivationQuantity": {
"v": 0
},
"minimumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"period": [
{
"interval": [
{
"energyPrice": {
"v": 0
},
"pos": {
"v": 0
},
"price": {
"v": 0
},
"qty": {
"v": 0
}
}
],
"resolution": {
"v": {}
},
"timeInterval": {
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"reserveBidIdentification": {
"v": "1"
},
"reserveObject": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"restingDuration": {
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"v": {}
},
"stepIncrementQuantity": {
"v": 0
}
}
],
"senderIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"senderRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"subjectParty": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"subjectRole": {
"v": "string"
}
}

Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: OrdrEntry
Example:
{
"creationDateTime": {
"v": {}
},
"documentIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"documentType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
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},
"documentVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"domain": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"processType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"receiverIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"receiverRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeInterval": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeSeries": [
{
"acquiringArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"activationDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"auctionIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"availableMba": [
{
"area": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
}
}
],
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"blockBid": {
"v": "string"
},
"businessType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"connectingArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"contractIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"contractType": {
"v": "string"
},
"currency": {
"v": "string"
},
"direction": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"divisible": {
"v": "string"
},
"linkedBidsIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"maximumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"measureUnitEnergyPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitQuantity": {
"v": [
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"string"
]
},
"minimumActivationQuantity": {
"v": 0
},
"minimumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"period": [
{
"interval": [
{
"energyPrice": {
"v": 0
},
"pos": {
"v": 0
},
"price": {
"v": 0
},
"qty": {
"v": 0
}
}
],
"resolution": {
"v": {}
},
"timeInterval": {
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"reserveBidIdentification": {
"v": "1"
},
"reserveObject": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"restingDuration": {
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"v": {}
},
"stepIncrementQuantity": {
"v": 0
}
}
],
"senderIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"senderRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"subjectParty": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"subjectRole": {
"v": "string"
}
}

8.2.3.6

MOL – Create orders

Name: Publish new orders on the MOL market.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to create new orders on the MOL market identified by
market_id.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/orders
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
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Schema: ReserveBidDocument
Example:
{

"creationDateTime": {
"v": {}
},
"documentIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"documentType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"documentVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"domain": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"processType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"receiverIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"receiverRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeInterval": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveBidTimeSeries": [
{
"acquiringArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"activationDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"auctionIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"availableMba": [
{
"area": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"blockBid": {
"v": "string"
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},
"businessType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"connectingArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"contractIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"contractType": {
"v": "string"
},
"currency": {
"v": "string"
},
"direction": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"divisible": {
"v": "string"
},
"linkedBidsIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"maximumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"measureUnitEnergyPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitPrice": {
"v": "string"
},
"measureUnitQuantity": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"minimumActivationQuantity": {
"v": 0
},
"minimumDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"period": [
{
"interval": [
{
"energyPrice": {
"v": 0
},
"pos": {
"v": 0
},
"price": {
"v": 0
},
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"qty": {
"v": 0
}

}
],
"resolution": {
"v": {}
},
"timeInterval": {
"v": "string"
}

}
],
"reserveBidIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"reserveObject": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"restingDuration": {
"v": {}
},
"stepIncrementQuantity": {
"v": 0
}

}

}
],
"senderIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"senderRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"subjectParty": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"subjectRole": {
"v": "string"
}

Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: ReserveBidDocument

8.2.3.7

MOL – Activation request

Name: Publish new activation request to MOL market.
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Description: This endpoint allows the participant to create a new activation request for the MOL market
identified by market_id.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/activations
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
Schema: ActivationDocument
Example:
{

"activationTimeInterval": {
"v": "string"
},
"activationTimeSeries": [
{
"acquiringArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"allocationtIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"businessType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"connectingArea": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"direction": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"measureUnit": {
"v": "string"
},
"period": [
{
"interval": [
{
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"pos": {
"v": 0
},
"qty": {
"v": 0
},
"reason": [
{
"reasonCode": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"reasonText": {
"v": "string"
}
}
]

}
],
"resolution": {
"v": {}
},
"timeInterval": {
"v": "string"
}

}
],
"reason": [
{
"reasonCode": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"reasonText": {
"v": "string"
}
}
],
"resourceObject": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"resourceProvider": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"status": {
"v": [
"string"
]
}

}
],
"creationDateTime": {
"v": {}
},
"documentIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"documentType": {
"v": [
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}

"string"
]
},
"documentVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"domain": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"orderIdentification": {
"v": "string"
},
"orderIdentificationVersion": {
"v": 0
},
"processType": {
"v": [
"string"
]
},
"receiverIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"receiverRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"senderIdentification": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"senderRole": {
"v": "string"
},
"subjectParty": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"v": "string"
},
"subjectRole": {
"v": "string"
}

Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
No content.

8.2.3.8

MOL – Subscribe to receive activation optimization results

* This functionality is considered as “good-to-have” and not mandatory, due to additional implementation
required on the side of client applications.
Name: Subscribe call-back endpoint to receive activation optimization results.
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Description: This endpoint allows the participant to subscribe a call-back endpoint to the trading platform to
receive activation optimization results.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/subscribe_activation_results
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Subscription Id – identifier of the subscription so the client application can correlate the data received
from the trading platform.
Call-back endpoint (client side):
Path: https://client.platform.url/{subscription_id}/activation_results
Operation: POST
Request:
Body:
Schema: MolDocument

8.2.3.9

MOL – Subscribe to receive cross border schedules

* This functionality is considered as “good-to-have” and not mandatory, due to additional implementation
required on the side of client applications.
Name: Subscribe call-back endpoint to receive cross border schedules after activation optimization.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to subscribe a call-back endpoint to the trading platform to
receive cross border schedules after activation optimization was executed.
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Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/subscribe_crossborder_schedules
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.

HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Subscription Id – identifier of the subscription so the client application can correlate the data received
from the trading platform.
Call-back endpoint (client side):
Path: https://client.platform.url/{subscription_id}/crossborder_schedules
Operation: POST
Request:
Body:
Schema: ScheduleMarketDocument

8.2.3.10 MOL – Subscribe to receive remaining CZCs
* This functionality is considered as “good-to-have” and not mandatory, due to additional implementation
required on the side of client applications.
Name: Subscribe call-back endpoint to receive remaining CZCs after activation optimization.
Description: This endpoint allows the participant to subscribe a call-back endpoint to the trading platform to
receive remaining CZCs after the activation optimization was executed.
Endpoint Path: /v1/trade/mol/{market_id}/subscribe_remaining_czcs
-

market_id – unique identifier of the market generated by the trading platform when market is created by the trading platform operators.
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HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Subscription Id – identifier of the subscription so the client application can correlate the data received
from the trading platform.
Call-back endpoint (client side):
Path: https://client.platform.url/{subscription_id}/remaining_czcs
Operation: POST
Request:
Body:
Schema: CapacityMarketDocument

Manage Cross-zonal Capacities
The endpoints in the group capacities enable market participants to manage and get the state of the Crosszonal Capacities across the areas (countries). The state of the CZC can be published and updated only by the
TSO (Transmission System Operator) market participant through the integration API. The state of the CZCs
can be obtained through the integration API or through the Web User Interface of the Trading Platform.

8.2.4.1

Get CZCs

Name: Get CZCs status from the trading platform.
Description: The endpoint returns the state of the CZCs in the system. The endpoint provides filtering
capabilities which allow clients to obtain: the state of the CZCs for certain period for all areas, the state of
the CZCs for certain period for a specific area, and the state of the CZCs for certain period for a specific border.
Endpoint Path: /v1/capacities
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Query Parameters:
-

from – from date time

-

fo – to date time

-

srcAreaCode – source area code (country code)

-

dstAreaCode – destination area code (country code)

HTTP Method: GET
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
No content.
Response:
Response code: 200 (success)
Body:
Schema: CapacityMarketDocument
Example:
{
"createdDateTime": {},
"docStatus": {
"value": "string"
},
"domainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"mrid": "string",
"periodTimeInterval": {
"end": "string",
"start": "string"
},
"processProcessType": "string",
"reason": [
{
"code": "string",
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"text": "string"
}
],
"receivedMarketDocumentMRID": "string",
"receivedMarketDocumentRevisionNumber": "string",
"receiverMarketParticipantMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"receiverMarketParticipantMarketRoleType": "string",
"revisionNumber": "string",
"senderMarketParticipantMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"senderMarketParticipantMarketRoleType": "string",
"timeSeries": [
{
"auctionCategory": "string",
"auctionMRID": "string",
"businessType": "string",
"connectingLineRegisteredResourceMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"curveType": "string",
"inDomainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"measureUnitName": "string",
"mrid": "string",
"outDomainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"period": [
{
"point": [
{
"position": 0,
"quantity": 0,
"reason": [
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{
"code": "string",
"text": "string"
}
]
}
],
"resolution": {},
"timeInterval": {
"end": "string",
"start": "string"
}
}
],
"product": "string",
"reason": [
{
"code": "string",
"text": "string"
}
]
}
],
"type": "string"
}

8.2.4.2

Update CZCs

Name: Update CZCs entries on the trading platform.
Description: The endpoint allows TSO to update the CZC entries.
Endpoint Path: /v1/capacities
HTTP Method: PUT
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
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Schema: CapaityMarketDocument.
Example:
{
"createdDateTime": {},
"docStatus": {
"value": "string"
},
"domainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"mrid": "string",
"periodTimeInterval": {
"end": "string",
"start": "string"
},
"processProcessType": "string",
"reason": [
{
"code": "string",
"text": "string"
}
],
"receivedMarketDocumentMRID": "string",
"receivedMarketDocumentRevisionNumber": "string",
"receiverMarketParticipantMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"receiverMarketParticipantMarketRoleType": "string",
"revisionNumber": "string",
"senderMarketParticipantMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"senderMarketParticipantMarketRoleType": "string",
"timeSeries": [
{
"auctionCategory": "string",
"auctionMRID": "string",
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"businessType": "string",
"connectingLineRegisteredResourceMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"curveType": "string",
"inDomainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"measureUnitName": "string",
"mrid": "string",
"outDomainMRID": {
"codingScheme": "string",
"value": "string"
},
"period": [
{
"point": [
{
"position": 0,
"quantity": 0,
"reason": [
{
"code": "string",
"text": "string"
}
]
}
],
"resolution": {},
"timeInterval": {
"end": "string",
"start": "string"
}
}
],
"product": "string",
"reason": [
{
"code": "string",
"text": "string"
}
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]
}
],
"type": "string"
}

Response:
Response code: 201 (success)
Body:
Schema: CapacityMarketDocument

8.2.4.3

Publish CZCs

Name: Create new CZCs entries on the trading platform (by TSO).
Description: The endpoint allows TSO to create new CZC entries.
Endpoint Path: /v1/capacities
HTTP Method: POST
Request:
Headers:
-

Accept: application/json

Body:
Schema: CapacityMarketDocument.
Example:
{
“createdDateTime”: {},
“docStatus”: {
“value”: “string”
},
“domainMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
},
“mrid”: “string”,
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“periodTimeInterval”: {
“end”: “string”,
“start”: “string”
},
“processProcessType”: “string”,
“reason”: [
{
“code”: “string”,
“text”: “string”
}
],
“receivedMarketDocumentMRID”: “string”,
“receivedMarketDocumentRevisionNumber”: “string”,
“receiverMarketParticipantMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
},
“receiverMarketParticipantMarketRoleType”: “string”,
“revisionNumber”: “string”,
“senderMarketParticipantMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
},
“senderMarketParticipantMarketRoleType”: “string”,
“timeSeries”: [
{
“auctionCategory”: “string”,
“auctionMRID”: “string”,
“businessType”: “string”,
“connectingLineRegisteredResourceMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
},
“curveType”: “string”,
“inDomainMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
},
“measureUnitName”: “string”,
“mrid”: “string”,
“outDomainMRID”: {
“codingScheme”: “string”,
“value”: “string”
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},
“period”: [
{
“point”: [
{
“position”: 0,
“quantity”: 0,
“reason”: [
{
“code”: “string”,
“text”: “string”
}
]
}
],
“resolution”: {},
“timeInterval”: {
“end”: “string”,
“start”: “string”
}
}
],
“product”: “string”,
“reason”: [
{
“code”: “string”,
“text”: “string”
}
]
}
],
“type”: “string”
}

Response:
Response code: 201 (success)
Body:
Schema: CapacityMarketDocument
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CROSSBOW Trading Platform data model schemas description
This chapter provides a detailed description of data models used by API to transfer the data from market
participant applications to the Trading Platform and vice versa.

Market participants endpoints
8.3.1.1

MarketParticipant and associated data models

MarketParticipant data model is based on the definition of MarketParticipant schema document from
IEC63425 (MarketCommon schemas).

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

mRID

String

[1..1]

The unique identification of the document being
exchanged within a business process flow.

Name

String

[1..1]

Human readable text naming the object.

Description

String

[1..1]

The description in human readable form.

aliasName

String

[1..1]

Alternative name.

marketRole

MarketRole

[0..1]

The external intended behaviour played by a party
within the electricity market.

streetAddress

StreetAddress

[1..1]

Street address.

postalAddress

StreetAddress

[1..1]

Postal address

phone1

TelephoneNumber

[1..1]

Telephone number.

Phone2

TelephoneNumber

[0..1]

Telephone number.

electronicAddress

ElectronicAddress

[0..1]

Electronic address.

Table 47: MarketParticipant attributes

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

mRID

String

[1..1]

The unique identification of the document being
exchanged within a business process flow.

Name

String

[1..1]

Human readable text naming the object.

Description

String

[1..1]

The description in human readable form.

aliasName

String

[1..1]

Alternative name.

type

String

[1..1]

The kind of market roles that can be played by
parties for given domains.

roleType

MarketRoleKind

[1..1]

Defined using the enumerated list of types of
market roles.

Status

Status

[1..1]

Market Role status.

Table 48: MarketRole attributes
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

dateTime

Date

[1..1]

Date and time for which status ‘value’ applies.

Reason

String

[0..1]

Reason code or explanation for why an object
went to the current status ‘value’.

Remark

String

[0..1]

Pertinent information regarding the current
‘value’, as free form text.

Value

String

[1..1]

Status value at ‘dateTime’.

Table 49: Status

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

poBox

String

[1..1]

Post office box.

postalCode

String

[1..1]

Postal code for the address.

Status

Status

[1..1]

Status of this address.

streetDetail

StreetDetail

[1..1]

Street detail.

townDetail

TownDetail

[1..1]

Town detail

Table 50: StreetAddress
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

addressGeneral

String

[1..1]

First line of a free form address.

addressGeneral2

String

[0..1]

Second line of a free form address.

addressGeneral3

String

[0..1]

Third line of a free form address.

buildingName

String

[0..1]

In certain cases the physical location of the place
of interest does not have a direct point of entry
from the street, but may be located inside a larger
structure such as a building, complex, office block,
apartment, etc.

code

String

[0..1]

Utilities often make use of external reference
systems, such as those of the town-planner’s
department or surveyor general’s mapping
system, that allocate global reference codes to
streets.

Name

String

[1..1]

Name of the street.

Number

String

[1..1]

Number of the street.

Prefix

String

[0..1]

Prefix to the street name. For example: North,
South, East, West.

Suffix

String

[0..1]

Suffix to the street name. For example: North,
South, East, West.

suiteNumber

String

[0..1]

Number of the apartment or suite.

Type

String

[0..1]

Type of street. Examples include: street, circle,
boulevard, avenue, road, drive, etc.

withinTownLimits

Boolean

[0..1]

True if this street is within the legal geographical
boundaries of the specified town (default).

Table 51: StreetDetail

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

code

String

[1..1]

Town code.

Country

String

[1..1]

Name of the country.

Name

String

[1..1]

Town name.

section

String

[0..1]

Town section. For example, it is common for there
to be 36 sections per township.

stateOrProvince

String

[0..1]

Name of the state or province.

Table 52: TownDetail
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

areaCode

String

[0..1]

Area or region code.

cityCode

String

[1..1]

City code.

countryCode

String

[1..1]

Country code.

dialOut

String

[0..1]

Dial out code, for instance to call outside an
enterprise.

Extension

String

[0..1]

Extension for this telephone number.

internalPrefix

String

[0..1]

Prefix used when calling an international number.

ituPhone

String

[0..1]

Phone number according to ITU E.164.

localNumber

String

[1..1]

Main (local) part of this telephone number.

Table 53: TelephoneNumber

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

email1

String

[1..1]

Primary email address.

Email2

String

[1..1]

Alternative email address.

userID

String

[1..1]

Organization name.

web

String

[0..1]

World wide web address.

Table 54: ElectronicAddress

Market endpoints
8.3.2.1

Market and associated data models

Market data model is a custom data model defined for the purpose of the CROSSBOW trading platform.
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

mRID

String

[1..1]

The unique identification of the document
being exchanged within a business process
flow.

Name

String

[1..1]

Human readable text naming the object.

Description

String

[1..1]

The description in human readable form.

aliasName

String

[1..1]

Alternative name.

tradingType

String (TradingType [1..1]
enum)

TradingType
enum
INTRADAY_CONTINUOUS.

Status

String (Status enum)

[1..1]

Status enum – ACTIVE, INACTIVE.

priceResolution

Number

[1..1]

Price resolution.

–

CMOL_AF,

paymentProcessType String
[1..1]
(PaymentProcessType
enum)

Payment
process
type
CROSSBORDER_MARGINAL, PAY_AS_BID.

–

minPrice

Number

[1..1]

Minimal price.

maxPrice

Number

[1..1]

Maximal price.

marketProducts

MarketProducts

[1..1]

List of products that can be traded on the
market.

marketOpeningTime

Date

[1..1]

Market opening time.

marketClosingTime

Date

[1..1]

Market closing time.

anonymousTrading

Boolean

[1..1]

Is trading anonymous.

Table 55: Market
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

mRID

String

[1..1]

The unique identification of the document being
exchanged within a business process flow.

Name

String

[1..1]

Human readable text naming the object.

Description

String

[1..1]

The description in human readable form.

aliasName

String

[1..1]

Alternative name.

startTime

String

[1..1]

When orders for this product can be published.

productType

String (ProductType [1..1]
enum)

ProductType enum – EN (Energy).

productLength

String
(ProductLength
enum)

[1..1]

ProductLength enum – PT15M, PT30M, PT60M.

minQuantity

number

[1..1]

Minimal quantity.

maxQuantity

number

[1..1]

Maximal quantity.

Granularity

number

[1..1]

Price granularity.

closeTime

Date

[1..1]

Close time for the product.

Table 56: MarketProduct

Orders endpoints
8.3.3.1

Continuous – OrdrEntry and associated data models

OrdrEntry data model is based on DFS180 – M7T from Deutsche Borse AG.
Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

header

StandardHeader

[1..1]

Standard header of each message.

listExecInst

String

[0..1]

Defines the execution instruction for the whole list
of orders:

ordrList

OrdrEntry

[1..N]

-

LNKD – Linked Orders

-

NONE – All orders are treated independently

-

VALID – All orders must be valid.

-

IMPL – Implied order

List of all orders contained in the basket.

Table 57: OrdrEntry
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Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

acctId

String

[1..1]

Account id for which the order is entered.

dlvryStart

Date

[1..1]

Start of delivery.

dlvryEnd

Date

[1..1]

End of delivery.

ordrExeRestriction

String

[1..1]

Execution restriction of the order.
-

NON – No restriction (default)

ordrId

String

[1..1]

Order Id (set by platform)

prod

String

[1..1]

Product identifier.

Qty

Number

[1..1]

Contains the quantity of the order.

Side

String

[1..1]

Defines on which side of the market the order is
entered (“BUY”, “SELL”).

State

String

[0..1]

“ACTI” – The order is entered and immediately
exposed to the market for execution.
“HIBE” – The order is entered into the backend
system but not exposed to the market.

Type

String

[1..1]

“O” – Regular limit order.

Table 58: Ordr

Attribute name

Attribute type

Mult.

Description

marketID

String

[1..1]

Market 163dentificatory.

Table 59: StandardHeader

8.3.3.2

MOL (mFRR) – ReserveBidDocument and associated data models

To exchange Bid (Orders) information for mFRR market the API uses data models defined in the ERRP (EntsoE Reserve Resource Process).
More specifically data model is defined by ReserveBidDocument schema. The schema is described in details
at [23].

8.3.3.3

MOL (mFRR) – MolDocument and associated data models

To exchange the market results after the Activation Optimization Executes for mFRR market, the API uses
data models defined in the ERRP (Entso-E Reserve Resource Process).
More specifically data model is defined by MolDocument schema. The schema is described in details at [24].

8.3.3.4

MOL (mFRR) – ScheduleMarketDocument and associated data models

To exchange new cross-border schedules, after the Activation Optimization Executes for mFRR market, the
API uses data models defined in the IEC62325-451-2.
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More specifically data model is defined by ScheduleMarketDocument schema. The schema is described in
details at [25].

8.3.3.5

MOL (mFRR) – CapacityMarketDocument and associated data models

To exchange the updated state of Cross-zonal Capacities after the Activation Optimization Executes for mFRR
market, the API uses data models defined in the IEC62325-451-3.
More specifically data model is defined by CapacityMarketDocument schema. The schema is described in
details at [26].

8.3.3.6

MOL (mFRR) – ActivationDocument and associated data models

To exchange the for the Activation on mFRR market, the API uses data models defined in the ERRP (Entso-E
Reserve Resource Process).
More specifically data model is defined by ActivationDocument schema. The schema is described in details
at [27].
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